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Abstrakt

Ž́ıt v dynamickém světě znamená řešit časově závislé úlohy. Avšak moderńı
nástroje pro strojové učeńı na grafech jsou předevš́ım navržené pro statické
śıtě. Proto se v této závěrečné práci detailně zabývám problematikou stro-
jového učeńı respektuj́ıćıho časový aspekt pro grafové úlohy. Výsledkem to-
hoto teoretického výzkumu je návrh dynamické grafové neuronové śıtě se
spojitým časem. Zaměřuji se na problém Cisco Cognitive Intelligence malici-
ousness classification — úlohu odhaleńı internetových domén s bezpečnostńım
rizikem na základě interakćı mezi uživateli a doménami. Ukazuji, že tento
problém lze efektivně vyřešit použit́ım r̊uzných př́ıstup̊u strojového učeńı,
včetně navrženého. Nav́ıc demonstruji, že obecné zákonitost́ı bezpečnostńıho
rizika domén nevykazuj́ı dynamické vlastnosti v uvažovaných datech z reálného
světa.

Kĺıčová slova učeńı grafové reprezentace, grafová neuronová śıt, dynamický
graf, klasifikace úzl̊u, kybernetická bezpečnost
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Abstract

Living in a dynamic world means dealing with time-dependent tasks. How-
ever, the modern toolbox for machine learning on graphs is mainly designed
for static networks. Therefore, in this thesis, I deepen into the problematics
of temporal-aware machine learning approaches for graph problems. The out-
come of this study is a proposal for the new continuous-time dynamic graph
neural network. I focus on the Cisco Cognitive Intelligence maliciousness clas-
sification problem — the task of malicious Internet domain exposure based on
user-domain interactions. I demonstrate that this problem can be efficiently
solved employing different approaches, including the proposed one. Moreover,
I show that general maliciousness patterns do not exhibit dynamic properties
in the considered real-world data.

Keywords graph representation learning, graph neural network, temporal
network, dynamic graph, node classification, maliciousness classification, cy-
bersecurity
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Introduction

A human mind tends to analyze in terms of objects and relations between
them. As a result, many real-world tasks are often considered as problems in
the domain of graph theory. The rise of machine learning brought a number
of effective techniques to solve such problems. Modern so-called represen-
tation learning approaches such as graph neural networks provide solutions
for various tasks on graphs including, for example, node classification or link
prediction.

Mentioned approaches are designed for static graphs which do not change
over time, but obviously, in many real-world problems incorporating a tem-
poral aspect of data is crucial. Consider for example a mobility network of
the USA, i.e. a graph with nodes representing the US counties and labeled
edges representing human mobility between pairs of counties. Given county-
level dynamic COVID-19 statistics, i.e. node labels representing the numbers
of newly infected, our goal is to predict the next-day numbers of new cases
across the US counties based on the previous days. Obviously, described net-
work changes over time and it is critical to leverage graph dynamics in this
example. That is what Kapoor et al. [1] show in their work. They use a
graph neural network on the constructed spatio-temporal graph to solve this
problem leveraging the dynamics of data.

Living in a dynamic world, we are surrounded by similar problems in
various domains from zoology [2] to e-commerce [3]. The goal of this thesis is to
deepen into the problematics of temporal-aspect-aware approaches designed to
tackle these problems. In this work, I focus on the Cisco Cognitive Intelligence
maliciousness classification problem — the task of malicious Internet domain
exposure based on user-domain interactions. Cisco, Cognitive Intelligence
group tracks site visits by users to secure them from cyber threats utilizing
the collected information. In this thesis, I study the influence of data temporal
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Introduction

aspect consideration on the possible approaches and their efficiency regarding
the malicious domains detection.

This work involves several challenges. The most significant obstacle is the
nature of the obtained data. Machine learning arose from the great amount of
easy-of-access labeled data. However, tracking millions of domains we possess
valuable information only about a tiny fraction of them, and the rest remain
unknown. This fact makes challenging not only the leveraging of data dynam-
ics but also the application of machine learning in general, challenging. To
alleviate the lack of data there needed specialized techniques and approaches.
The second significant challenge is the immaturity of machine learning on dy-
namic graphs. Non-trivial state-of-the-art approaches are often task-driven,
while general techniques are typically incapable of capturing time at its finest
granularity.

Thesis structure

The thesis starts with two preliminary chapters. In Chapter 1 I discuss the
elements of machine learning on graphs and in Chapter 2 I aim to provide
an overview of state-of-the-art machine learning approaches trying to lever-
age graph dynamics. Based on this theoretical study, I propose a dynamic
graph neural network model in Chapter 3. Further, the Cisco Cognitive Intel-
ligence maliciousness classification problem is formally defined and discussed
in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, I describe the experiments conducted to
compare the performance of temporal-aspect-aware approaches and baseline
methods regarding the considered problem.

Notation

Linear algebra

In this work, Rn (n ∈ N) is used as a standard vector space over the field
R. The ith element (i ∈ {0, n − 1}) of a vector a ∈ Rn is denoted as a[i].
Then, Rm×n is a set of corresponding matrices of m rows and n columns. The
element of a matrix M ∈ Rm×n placed at the ith row and the jth column
(i ∈ {0,m− 1}, j ∈ {0, n− 1}) is denoted as M[i, j]. Similarly, M[i, :],M[:, j]
represent the ith row and the jth column respectively.

A standard inner product 〈·, ·〉 : Rn × Rn → R is defined as

〈a,b〉 :=
n−1∑
i=0

a[i]b[i]. (1)

2



Notation

With ‖ · ‖p : Rn → R is denoted the Lp-norm, defined as

‖a‖p := p

√√√√n−1∑
i=0

∣∣a[i]
∣∣p. (2)

A binary operator ⊕ : Rn × Rm → Rn+m represents a vector concatenation:

a ⊕ b := (a[0], . . . ,a[n− 1],b[0], . . . ,b[m− 1]). (3)

Miscellaneous

An Iverson bracket for a proposition P is defined as:

[P ] :=
{

1 ∈ R if P is true,
0 ∈ R otherwise.

(4)

Bold braces {, } are used to denote multisets contrary to sets denoted with
{, }.
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Chapter 1
Machine learning on graphs

Many real-world problems can be formulated in terms of a graph theory. For
example, a global computer network can be defined as a graph with nodes
representing computers, routers, switches, and other entities; and links repre-
senting connections between them.

Definition 1.0.1. A (simple undirected static) graph1 is an ordered pair
G = (V,E), where V is a non-empty finite set of nodes or vertices and E ⊆
{{u, v} | u, v ∈ V ∧ u 6= v } is a set of edges or links.

Having such a network, we may be interested in finding a route between two
computers. This problem, called routing, can be efficiently formulated and
solved algorithmically with, for example, Dijkstra’s algorithm [5]. As a differ-
ent example, we may want to detect malicious entities in the described net-
work. Such a task cannot be easily formulated precisely due to the ambiguity
of the term “malicious”, which cannot be efficiently defined mathematically
in terms of a graph theory in real-world problems. In this case, malicious-
ness usually means the occurrence of certain patterns in graph topology or
its features. Understanding such a problem requires expert knowledge about
the network and the maliciousness. Extracting the knowledge from data and
simulating a human expert is a subject of study for machine learning. I as-
sume that the reader is familiar with this field of study, and, in this chapter,
I directly proceed to machine learning on graphs — a technique to solve such
problems.

The applications of machine learning on graphs can be found in various
fields. Some interesting examples include antibiotics discovery [6] and question
answering [7]. In the first example, the goal is to predict the properties of

1Sometimes I use term network instead of graph, especially when I refer to a specific,
real-world instance of defined abstract structure, consistently with Hamilton [4].
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1. Machine learning on graphs

molecules (extract the features of graphs), while in the second example, the
proposed technique is aimed to find the edge between the vertices of a single
graph which leads to a correct answer. We can see that in these applications,
the underlying graph problems are totally different. Applications on graphs
that require machine learning can be classified by the types of underlying
problems. Let’s take a look at two important examples of such problems:
node classification and link prediction.

A node classification is a standard machine learning classification task.
Consider a graph G = (V,E). Having a mapping T → L for a training set of
nodes T ⊂ V and a set of labels L, our goal is to find the mapping V \T → L.
For example, malicious entity detection, described at the beginning of this
chapter, may fall under this class of problems. Having L = {0, 1}, with 0 ∈ L
and 1 ∈ L representing beingness and maliciousness respectively, the goal is to
assign these labels to unknown nodes, having labels of the “training” nodes.
I return to the similar problem in Chapter 4 and define it precisely.

A link prediction can be defined as an assignment of labels from {0, 1} or
probabilities to the edges of a graph complement. Having a graph G = (V,E)
and its complement GC = (V,EC), the task is to find a mapping EC → {0, 1}
or EC → [0, 1], indicating if the edges could/should be added to the graph G.

Definition 1.0.2. A graph GC = (V,EC) = (V,
(V

2
)
\ E) is called a comple-

ment of a graph G = (V,E). With
(V

2
)

are all subsets of V of size 2 denoted,
i.e all possible edges on vertices V .

For example, having a social network G = (V,E) with V representing users
and E representing a friendship relation, we may want to offer possible friends
to users. Obviously, offering possible friends can be defined as link prediction
in G.

Thus, this chapter aims to provide a brief overview of state-of-the-art
approaches of machine learning on graphs to discuss the possible solutions of
mentioned tasks.

1.1 Graph representation learning

Many modern machine learning techniques are strongly based on linear alge-
bra. That is why dealing with non-numerical data often means representing
them as numerical. For example, images in computer vision tasks are usually
treated as matrices, or words in natural language processing problems are of-
ten converted to vectors. Similarly, having a numerical representation of a
graph or its elements enables us to use general machine learning methods to
solve graph problems. That is why in the rest of this chapter, I overview basic

6



1.1. Graph representation learning

ideas and chosen state-of-the-art models of graph representation learning — a
dominant paradigm in machine learning on graphs. A comprehensive overview
of this field of study can be found in the book by Hamilton [4] which is a basis
for this chapter.

Representation learning on graphs means extracting knowledge of interest
about a graph and representing it in so-called latent space — typically low
dimensional2 vector space Rd. We are usually interested in the representation
of graph nodes called node embeddings. Indeed, for example, embeddings of
edges can be obtained from nodes representation using binary vector opera-
tors, or we can aggregate a set of nodes embeddings to get a representation of
a whole graph. Then, having nodes represented as real vectors we are able to
use all the power of machine learning to solve tasks such as node classification
or link prediction — that is the main idea of graph representation learning.

However, what is the right way to place nodes in the latent space? Con-
sider, for example, a cycle graph3 C20. How should we properly arrange its
nodes on a plane R2? In the Figure 1.1 different ways of embedding are
shown. In the first case (Figure 1.1a), we are placing adjacent nodes (see
Definition 1.2) close to each other, since in the Figure 1.1b, we oppositely put
them far from each other. Of course, the choice of embedding depends on the
motivation to do it. The first method could be useful, for example, for visu-
alization, as in the picture we can clearly recognize a circle. But if we want
to find an approximation of a graph coloring4 problem solution, we may pro-
ceed as follows: (i) embed the nodes, (ii) find the clusters with, for example,
k-means5 technique, (iii) associate clusters with distinct colors. Having the
adjacent nodes placed far from each other in the latent space, such a method
could provide decent results. That is why the second embedding (Figure 1.1b)
might be useful as well.

Generally, it is difficult to preserve all the information about a graph in the
latent space. That is why we usually want node embeddings only to preserve
some graph property — typically, graph features essential for a particular
problem, as in the examples above, or more generally, nodes similarity. In
the following sections, focusing on node embeddings, I briefly overview two
main categories of graph representation learning: shallow embedding and graph
neural networks. But I would firstly like to start with an example of the
node embedding technique that does not require machine learning — spectral
embedding.

2d� |V |
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cycle_graph
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_coloring
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_clustering
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1. Machine learning on graphs

1.2 Laplacian eigenmaps

Laplacian eigenmaps (or spectral embedding) [8] is a vital predecessor of graph
representation learning. It inspired some node embedding models and has a
theoretical connection to some of the models discussed further. This technique
stems from a spectral graph theory — a field of study concerned with connec-
tions between graph properties and the properties of matrices associated with
graphs. The most important example of such a matrix is an adjacency matrix.

Definition 1.2.1. An adjacency matrix of a graph G = (V,E) is a matrix
A ∈ R|V |×|V |, defined as A[u, v] := [{u, v} ∈ E].6

Questioning on the connection between topological properties of a graph and
algebraic properties of its adjacency matrix, we might get some interesting
answers. For example, the powers of this matrix completely describe the
numbers of all the possible paths between nodes, or the algebraic multiplicity
of 0 as an eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix is a number of graph components
[9]. Another central object of the spectral graph theory is a Laplacian matrix.

Definition 1.2.2. A Laplacian of a graphG = (V,E) is a matrix L ∈ R|V |×|V |,
defined as:

L[u, v] :=


deg(u) if u = v

−1 if {u, v} ∈ E
0 otherwise.

Definition 1.2.3. For a graph G = (V,E) the degrees of nodes are defined
with a mapping deg : V → N:

deg(u) := |N (u)|,

where N (u) is the set of direct neighbors of a node u. Precisely, N is the
mapping V → 2V , defined as:

N (u) := {v ∈ V | {u, v} ∈ E}.

We say that the nodes a, b ∈ V are adjacent if a ∈ N (b).

This sophisticatedly defined matrix, similarly as an adjacency matrix, has
some interesting properties. Consider a graph G = (V,E), its Laplacian L

6To simplify the notation, graph nodes are used as matrix indices. It means that we
assume that nodes are natural numbers {0, . . . , |V | − 1}. This assumption is not restrictive,
since V is, by definition, a finite set and one-to-one encoding of nodes with natural numbers
always exists. This assumption holds for the rest of the text.
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1.2. Laplacian eigenmaps

and the vector v ∈ R|V | representing an assignment of some real values to
nodes. Then, multiplying L by a vector v we get the vector w: Lv = w. The
ith element of w equals to the sum of differences between the value assigned
to v and the values assigned to its direct neighbors:

w[i] =
∑

j∈N (i)
(v[i]− v[j]). (1.1)

Then, the quadratic form vTLv equals to the sum of squared differences be-
tween adjacent nodes values:

vTLv =
∑

{{i,j}∈E|i<j}
(v[i]− v[j])2. (1.2)

It means that the introduced quadratic form expresses how close the adjacent
nodes are from the perspective of the assigned values v. Hence, finding the

arg min
v∈R|V |

vTLv (1.3)

means finding the embedding of nodes to a 1-dimensional latent space R that
minimizes the distances between the nodes close in the graph. And vice versa,
maximizing the given quadratic form we can achieve the embedding that max-
imizes these distances. It can be proved that this quadratic form is minimized
if v is the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of L, and
maximized if it corresponds to the largest eigenvalue 7. Considering only unit
vectors (‖v‖ = 1) and ignoring the trivial case — the smallest zero eigenvalue,
which is always present and leads to the embedding of all the nodes at the
same point, we can embed nodes into Rd taking d eigenvectors and using them
as coordinates for nodes. For example, if we are interested in placing adjacent
nodes close in the 3-dimensional latent space we choose the unit eigenvectors
v2,v3,v4 corresponding to the 2-nd, 3-rd and 4-th smallest eigenvalues and
embed a node i as a vector (v2[i],v3[i],v4[i])T . The illustration of such an
embedding can be seen in Figure 1.1. The details and skipped steps of this
analysis can be found in [10].

Of course, the Laplacian eigenmaps technique has its limitations. Notably,
the only criteria determining the positions of nodes in the latent space is their
direct adjacency. It means that this method captures only the local infor-
mation about nodes, and the deeper structural patterns cannot be utilized.
Let us now proceed to the machine learning models that try to overcome this
limitation.

7https://sharmaeklavya2.github.io/theoremdep/nodes/linear-algebra/matrices/
bounding-quadratic-form-using-eigenvalues.html
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Figure 1.1: Spectral embedding of the cycle graph C20 = (V,E). Colored points
represent obtained vector representation of the nodes. The coordinates of a node
i ∈ V are set to (a) (v2[i],v3[i]), (b) (v|V |−3[i],v|V |−2[i]), (c) (v|V |−2[i],v|V |−1[i]),
where vk(k ∈ N) is a unit eigenvector corresponding to the kth smallest eigenvalue
of the graph’s Laplacian (or shortly kth eigenvector). The embeddings corresponing
to the adjacent nodes are connected with lines.

1.3 Shallow embedding

In this section, I want to sum up the idea delivered by spectral embedding and
extend it to machine learning. Having a graph and a defined machine learning
task, the most straightforward way is to “properly” place graph nodes into
the vector space and then use some general machine learning algorithm. For

10



1.3. Shallow embedding

example, having a node classification problem, we can use a classic k-NN8 or
Random forest9 classifier on the obtained embeddings. By saying “properly”, I
mean preserving a general graph topology, regardless of the task. In this case,
any task is reduced to obtaining node embeddings or encoding the nodes.
Formally, it’s defined as finding a mapping ENC: V → Rd. In the case of
Laplacian eigenmaps, this mapping is given by associating nodes with the
elements of eigenvectors.

Let us consider an example of the model that learns node embeddings of
a graph G = (V,E). We can start with initializing them with random values.
Since we are interested in embedding of a finite number of vertices |V |, the
ENC can be equivalently formulated as the matrix of embeddings Z ∈ R|V |×d,
considering ENC(v) := Z[v, :]. Then, having a matrix of embeddings as a
variable, we minimize the loss function

L(Z) :=
∑
u,v∈V

‖ENC(u)− ENC(v)‖22 ·A[u, v], (1.4)

where A is an adjacency matrix of G.

Minimizing this loss function, we simply aim to place the embeddings of adja-
cent vertices close to each other in the sense of a squared Euclidean distance.
This strongly resembles the Laplacian eigenmaps technique, but the differ-
ence is that now we are directly optimizing the embeddings, which makes this
technique considered a machine learning model. I will return to this fact in
Section 1.3.1 and let us now generalize such learning of embeddings.

The described model consists of three key parts: a chosen graph property
that we aim to preserve in the latent space — nodes adjacency, a chosen
way of decoding node embeddings — measuring the Euclidean distance, and
the used loss function to find the ENC. By changing these parts, we can
construct different models. An essential property of such models is that the
ENC function is learned as a “lookup table” Z for given nodes. That is why
such models, that learn embeddings only for specified nodes, are called shallow
embedding techniques. Importantly, it means that obtained node embeddings
can only be used in transductive applications — for solving tasks on the fixed
nodes, with no generalization to unseen nodes or, for example, new graphs.
In Section 1.4 I overview the popular class of models capable of generalization
— Graph neural networks. Let us now proceed to the formal definition of the
mentioned framework.

Shallow embedding can be better seen in terms of encoder and decoder
functions. As mentioned before, having a graph G = (V,E), encoder can be

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-nearest_neighbors_algorithm
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_forest
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1. Machine learning on graphs

defined as a function

ENC: V → Rd (1.5)

or equivalently as a matrix Z ∈ R|V |×d (ENC(v) := Z[v, :]) and represents
obtaining node embeddings. Further, the embedding of a node v is usually
denoted as a vector zv := ENC(v). The decoder can be an arbitrary function
associating embeddings with the output of interest. Usually, we want to en-
code some pairwise property of nodes — typically a chosen measure of node
similarity S : V ×V → R. Then, decoder is a function decoding this property:

DEC: Rd × Rd → R. (1.6)

The idea of such an approach is to train the ENC function having fixed DEC
to roughly hold

(∀u, v ∈ V )(DEC(ENC(u),ENC(v)) ≈ S(u, v)). (1.7)

This equation can be often achieved minimizing the loss function L expressed
as a value of discrepancy between a decoded measure of nodes similarity and
an expected one — often as:

L(Z) :=
∑
u,v∈V

`(DEC(zu, zv), S(u, v)), (1.8)

having ` : R × R → R as a pairwise measure of values discrepancy. This
goal function is typically minimized with Stochastic gradient descent (see for
example [11]).

A number of various machine learning models can be defined under this
formalism. Models defined in this way are distinguished by the chosen DEC, S,
and L(or `) functions. The following two subsections contain a brief overview
of two main categories of shallow embedding techniques from this encoder-
decoder perspective.

1.3.1 Laplacian eigenmaps based approaches

In terms of the described framework, the model defined in the beginning of
Section 1.3 can be defined as:

S(u, v) := A[u, v], (1.9)
DEC(zu, zv) := ‖zu − zv‖22, (1.10)
`(a, b) := a · b. (1.11)

We can see that this model aims to preserve node adjacency, which is measured
as a squared Euclidean distance in the latent space. And the discrepancy be-
tween a true adjacency and a decoded one is measured simply by multiplying
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1.3. Shallow embedding

these values. The resemblance of this model with the spectral embedding is
not a coincidence. Replacing the adjacency matrix with a Laplacian leads to
the same embedding, according to Hamilton [4]. So, inspired by this fact,
we can define a number of models with different matrices, including the ad-
jacency matrix. Such machine learning models are among the first emerged
approaches. In this work, I do not go into details of these models and proceed
to the state-of-the-art approaches.

1.3.2 Matrix factorization

Having data represented as a matrix M ∈ Rn×m, in many applications it is
convenient to embed them using a matrix factorization in the following form:

M ≈ UV, (1.12)

where U ∈ Rn×d, V ∈ Rd×m can be used as a low-dimensional representation
of M (assuming low d ∈ N).

For example, having the images of faces represented as the rows of M, Non-
negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [12] learns a parts-based representation
of faces, so that the d columns of U represent the so-called basis images and
V columns are the so-called encodings of original faces. The idea is that any
face is treated as a nonnegative linear combination of the basis faces, which
can be highly useful in, for example, face recognition tasks, and has psycho-
logical justifications. Similarly, for example, having n users and m movies, the
matrix M can be constructed so that M[i, j] := 1 if user i watched the movie
j and M[i, j] := 0 otherwise. Then, some recommender systems [13], learn
embeddings of users and movies encoded in matrices U and V respectively.

Inspired by results of such approaches, a number of matrix factorization
models emerged in the domain of a graph representation learning. Probably,
the first one was the model by Ahmed et al. [14]. The idea of this model,
usually reffered to as Graph Factorization (GF), is to learn the matrix of node
embeddings Z ∈ R|V |×d of a graph G = (V,E) to hold

A ≈ ZZT , (1.13)

where A is an adjacency matrix of G. In terms of the encoder-decoder per-
spective it means using an adjacency matrix as a measure of similarity and
expressing it geometrically (decoding) with a standard inner product:

S(u, v) := A[u, v], (1.14)
DEC(zu, zv) := 〈zu, zv〉. (1.15)

Then, the idea of the objective is:

L(Z) := 1
2
∑
u,v∈E

(〈zu, zv〉 −A[u, v])2. (1.16)
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1. Machine learning on graphs

Graph Factorization utilizes a linearly scalable algorithm for the loss function
minimization constructed based on the one given by Equation 1.4.

The authors of the GraRep model [15] argue that the models like GF may
be inefficient since they only capture 1-hop neighborhoods of nodes, using A
as a similarity measure. As mentioned at the beginning of Section 1.2, powers
of A are related to the paths of different lengths in G. Inspired by this fact,
GraRep uses the powers of A instead of A to capture k-hop neighborhoods
of nodes (k ∈ N). Moreover, it performs the factorization in a more so-
phisticated way basing on the Singular value decomposition (SVD)10. These
facts make this model potentially more powerful but unscalable and time-
consuming. From the perspective of an encoder-decoder framework, GraRep
uses the different powers of A as a similarity measure S and again is based
on the standard inner product decoder, implied by matrix factorization.

Definition 1.3.1. A walk of length n ∈ N+ on graph G = (V,E) starting
from node v1 is a tuple (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V n if the following holds:

(n > 1) =⇒ (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1})({vi, vi+1} ∈ E).

Definition 1.3.2. A path on graph G = (V,E) is a walk (v1, . . . , vn) if all
nodes v1, . . . , vn are distinct.

Definition 1.3.3. We say that a node v is reachable from the node u if the
path (u, . . . , v) exists. A k-hop neighborhood of a node u is a set of all the
nodes reachable from u with the paths of length at most k.

Similar models include HOPE [16], which offers a more flexible choice of
a similarity measure and is originally designed to extend the idea of matrix
factorization to directed graphs.

1.3.3 Neighborhood sampling

Assigning vector representations to graph nodes is similar to the popular idea
in NLP to assign vector representations to words. Considering an analogy

text corpus — graph, word — node, word context — node neighborhood

several successful machine learning techniques on graphs emerged. Models
based on the famous word2vec skip-gram model by Mikolov et al. [17] achieved
especial success. This NLP model is designed to produce word embeddings.

10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_value_decomposition
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1.3. Shallow embedding

The key idea behind word2vec is that similar words share contexts. This as-
sumption can be applied to graphs — similar nodes share contexts (or neigh-
borhoods). An ambiguity of the notion “nodes neighborhood” has induced the
emergence of various models. Formally, node neighborhoods can be defined
by any function Ns : V → 2V associating nodes with their neighborhoods
according to sampling strategy s.

A model called node2vec [18] introduces a flexible way to sample node
neighborhoods using random walks. In this case Ns associates nodes with
specific random walks starting from them. Based on model hyperparameters,
which affect random walks, neighborhoods are generated more in BFS or DFS
manner. Generated walks are then used as training sentences for the skip-
gram model. In terms of encoder-decoder perspective it means training ENC
with S defined by empirical probabilities of nodes pairwise co-occurrence in
generated walks and DEC given as a reconstruction of these probabilities:

DEC(zu, zv) := e〈zu,zv〉∑
n∈V e

〈zu,zn〉
, (1.17)

where inner product can be treated as a measure of similarity. Then L can be
defined as

L(Z) :=
∑
u,v∈V

− log (DEC(zu, zv))[v ∈ Ns(u)]. (1.18)

Similar models include DeepWalk [19], which differs mainly in random
walks sampling strategy, and LINE [20] which samples 1-hop and 2-hop neigh-
borhoods of nodes instead of generating walks. Node2vec emerged as an im-
provement of these models. Interestingly, Qiu et al. [21] show that these
models perform an implicit matrix factorization, as well as models described
in Section 1.3.2.

1.3.4 Summary

The goal of this section was to briefly introduce the ideas of shallow embed-
ding. Many of these models are considered state-of-the-art of graph represen-
tation learning. Let us now consider the main limitations of this approach,
induced by their “shallowness”: representing ENC as a lookup table Z:

• Embeddings are learned only for specific nodes. It means that shal-
low embedding models can be applied only in transductive applications:
solving tasks on “seen” nodes, with no generalization to “unseen” nodes
or new graphs.
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1. Machine learning on graphs

• Embeddings do not share any parameters. It means that the memory
complexity of such approaches is at least O(|V |). Moreover, Hamilton
[4] states that the parameters sharing can act as a powerful form of a
model regularization.

Moreover, there are two more important facts:

• The majority of described models cannot utilize graph properties as node
features or edge features, which obviously, may be highly preferable in
many real-world tasks. Of course, there exist corresponding extensions,
but they are not necessarily natural.

• Mentioned models learn embeddings in an unsupervised manner regard-
less of the task, which can be as good as bad but remains the typical
property of shallow embedding.

1.4 Graph neural networks

In the previous section, I shortly described some well-known machine learning
models based mainly on either matrix factorization techniques or neighbor-
hood sampling approaches. The goal of the section, as its name suggests, is to
provide a brief introduction to the graph machine learning models based on
deep learning. The recent and ubiquitous success of this branch of machine
learning could not leave graph representation learning unaffected.

In computer vision, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) show impressive
results in various tasks. The idea of these models is to sequentially apply 2D
convolutional kernels (a filter) to transform the image by aggregating neigh-
boring pixels (see for example [22, Chapter 9]). Learning kernels enables to
efficiently solve computer vision tasks with O(1) parameters and is justified
by the analogy to the mammalian vision system.

The first graph neural networks (GNNs) are strongly inspired by CNNs
[23, 24]. An image can be treated as the special case of a graph: a fully-
connected grid graph (see Figure 1.2b (a)). Then, considering an analogy

image — graph, pixel — node features, neighboring pixels — node
neighborhood,

convolutional neural networks can be generalized to graphs. We do not need
any efforts to associate an image with a graph (as shown in Figure 1.2b), or
pixels with node features (since they both can be represented as real vectors),
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1.4. Graph neural networks

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: A comparison of 2D convolution and graph convolution. (a) 2D con-
volution: each pixel can be treated as a graph node. Then, in CNNs convolution is
applied to the k-hop neighborhood of each node determined by the filter size; (b)
graph convolution: different from the image data, node neighborhoods are not ordered
and variable in size.

but an extension of the notion convolution to a graph domain is a cornerstone
of GNNs problematics.

A discrete convolution kernel “distinguishes” the input vector elements
by their positions. For example, in the case of CNNs, a 3 × 3 kernel of 2D
convolution is always applied to 3×3 subimages so that only the corresponding
elements are multiplied. It means that the input for convolution is always fixed
in size and ordered. Obviously, this statement does not hold in the graph
domain: nodes direct neighborhoods vary in size and cannot be naturally
ordered. It leads to the conclusion that the analogue of convolution on graphs
should be a multiset aggregator function. Namely, for a graph G = (V,E) and
some n ∈ N:

AGGREGATE : 2{xv |v∈V } → Rn, (1.19)

where xv denotes the feature of a node v (see Definition 1.4.1) .Then, the differ-
ent GNN architectures are distinguished by the used AGGREGATE functions.
Let us firstly sum up this framework and then proceed to some well-known
architectures.

1.4.1 GNN framework

The goal of this section is to introduce a general framework of deep learning
on graphs — a graph neural network — regardless of the specific architecture
(the chosen AGGREGATE function). Consider a graph G = (V,E) and its
node features X.
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1. Machine learning on graphs

Definition 1.4.1. The node features of a graph G = (V,E) are a matrix
X ∈ R|V |×n, where n ∈ N is a number of features. The features or a feature
vector of a node v ∈ V is then a vector xv := X[v, :].

Then, to produce the embedding zv ∈ Rn of a node v ∈ V , a Graph neural
network sequentially transforms its hidden embedding hv as follows:

(i) h(0)
v := xv (1.20)

(ii) h(k+1)
v := AGGREGATE(k)({h(k)

u | u ∈ N (v) ∪ v}) (1.21)

(iii) zv := hKv for some K ∈ N (1.22)

This iterative process is often referred to as a message passing, since at
each iteration nodes collect messages (hidden embeddings) from their direct
neighbors and pass their own message. See Figure 1.3 for the illustration.

Figure 1.3: Illustration of how a single node A aggregates messages from its local
neighborhood. The visualization shows a computation graph of a two-layer version
of graph neural network model.

At the kth iteration of message passing, nodes collect information from
their whole k-hop neighborhoods, as seen in Figure 1.3 for 2 iterations. That
is why K represents a depth of the graph neural network and each iteration
(Equation 1.21) represents a layer. In practical tasks, K is usually set to be
very low (2-3), since the diameter11 of real-world graphs is usually low [25].
Moreover, relevant to the nodes information is usually contained in their close
neighborhoods.

11the length of the longest path
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1.4. Graph neural networks

Assuming that AGGREGATE(k) functions are parametric and differen-
tiable, we can construct different task-driven loss functions to learn their pa-
rameters. For example, having a binary node classification task, we can use a
binary crossentropy:

L :=
∑
v∈D

yv log(σ(zTv θ)) + (1− yv) log(1− σ(zTv θ)), (1.23)

where D ⊂ V is a training set of nodes, yv ∈ {0, 1} is a true label of a node
v and θ is a trainable vector of classification weights. Nevertheless, nodes
can also be embedded in an unsupervized manner using the appropriate loss
function (see for example [26]).

Note that by analogy to the shallow embedding models, Equation 1.23
defines a way of decoding node embeddings encoded with the Graph neural
network. It means that GNNs are analogous to ENC functions defined in the
Section 1.3. Under such a perspective, we can see a crucial difference between
shallow embedding techniques and Graph neural networks. In the first case,
the ENC is learned as a lookup table (Equation 1.5), but in the case of GNNs,
it is learned as a function that maps any node along with its neighborhood to
a real vector. I return to this fact in the Section 1.4.3

1.4.2 Popular architectures

In this subsection, I want to introduce two well-known architectures of graph
neural networks.

GCN

Graph convolutional neural network (GCN) [24] layers are defined as follows:

h(k+1)
v := σ

(
W(k) ∑

u∈N (v)∪{v}

h(k)
u√

|N (u)||N (v)|

)
, (1.24)

where σ is an activation function such as ReLU(·) := max(0, ·) and W(k) is a
trainable matrix. We can observe that in in this case the aggregation is based
on the normalized sum of the node neighborhood. This sum is then tran-
sofrmed with a linear operator and activated with a non-linear function, typi-
cally for deep learning models. Authors state that the choice of this specifical
normalization is based on the “localized first-order approximation of spectral
graph convolutions”, which is the concept related to spectral embedding (see
Section 1.2) and can be considered a generalization of a discrete convolution.
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1. Machine learning on graphs

GraphSAGE

The GraphSAGE12 [26] model has emerged as a generalization and improve-
ment of GCNs. It defines a more flexible layer:

h(k+1)
v := σ

(
W(k) ·AGG

(
{h(k)

u | u ∈ N (v)}
)
⊕B(k) · h(k)

v

)
, (1.25)

where σ is again an activation function and W(k), B(k) are the trainable ma-
trices. AGG can be an arbitrary multiset aggregator function. Authors of the
model propose multiple ones, including a simple mean aggregation and a more
sophisticated one based on training the LSTM Recurrent neural network [27]
with random permutations of multiset elements. Moreover, authors propose
to sample neighbors N (v) instead of using a full set at a time to effectively
trade off performance and runtime.

1.4.3 Summary

In this section, I introduced the elements of a powerful deep learning graph
framework: a graph neural network. Now I want to sum up the key properties
of GNNs comparing to other approaches (shallow embedding models). First
of all, as mentioned in Section 1.4.1, using a GNN, the nodes are encoded
with a learned parameterized function, not with a lookup table. There are
two main effects13 of this fact:

• Graph neural networks can be used in inductive applications. It means
that using a GNN, we are not restricted to training nodes or a training
graph. For example, after adding a new user to a social network, we do
not have to recompute embeddings for the whole graph, but only one
GNN inference is enough to obtain the embedding of a new user.

• Node embeddings are learned sharing the parameters. It means that the
number of model parameters does not depend on the input graph size
and can be possibly reduced to O(1).

Let us moreover consider two important facts:

• Graph neural networks inherently assume the presence of node features.
It can be a shortcoming of such an approach, but node features can

12SAmple and aggreGatE
13Note that not all the graph neural networks should necessarily have the following prop-

erties, however, they are a key factor of the GNN framework success.
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always be generated according to graph topological properties. For ex-
ample, one could construct a feature vector for a node considering its
degree, local clustering coefficient14 or any other topological feature.

• GNNs can be trained with an arbitrary loss function, and therefore can
be naturally used in a supervised manner, as shown in Section 1.4.1.

These facts make graph neural networks considered the main representa-
tive of graph representation learning. Note also that the paper introducing
GCN [24], which is often considered a first GNN, was published quite recently,
in year 2016. According to Leskovec [25] (Autumn 2019), the “Graph neural
network” keyword was as frequent as an entire “NLP” one in the ICLR15 2019
keywords distribution, meaning the intense research in this area. GNN models
convolve with other branches of deep learning and produce new models. See
Zhou et al. [28] (2021) for the taxonomy of various GNN architectures.

1.5 Machine learning on bipartite graphs

Having a machine learning problem defined for bipartite graph, we can utilize
any model discussed in this chapter. However, having such significant insight
into the graph topology, it may be useful to utilize it. That is why there exist
machine learning models designed specifically for bipartite networks.

Definition 1.5.1. A graph G = (V,E) is bipartite if two disjoint sets U and
I exist, such that V = U ∪ I and E ⊆ {{u, i} | u ∈ U ∧ i ∈ I}. U and I are
said to be the partitions16 of a graph G.

Definition 1.5.2. An adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph G = (V,E) with
partitions U and V is a matrix A ∈ R|U |×|I| defined as A[u, v] := [{u, v} ∈ E].

The notion of the adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph is typically over-
ridden with the Definition 1.5.2. Then, the direct application of some models
discussed above in this chapter to a bipartite graph with its newly defined
adjacency matrix leads to similar approaches as the ones invented for user-
item systems, not necessarily considered as graphs. In this work, I do not
dive into the problematics of such models but only overview two important
architectures designed for specific bipartite networks.

14https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clustering_coefficient
15https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Conference_on_Learning_

Representations
16I use letters U and I to denote partitions since in this work dynamic bipartite networks

typically represent interactions between users and items.
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1. Machine learning on graphs

1.5.1 Implicit feedback

The term implicit feedback is used to describe specific relations in the user-item
systems. Contrary to explicit feedback which describes explicit user actions,
such as rating the movie or leaving a comment below the YouTube video,
implicit feedback describes “passive” preferences. For example, the fact that
the user watches the same movie every month can be treated as the user’s
positive feedback about the movie. Having a set of user U and a set of items
I, this idea is typically formalized as a matrix R ∈ R|U |×|I|, where R[u, i]
represents the number of times user u interacted with item i (e.g. a number
of purchases, clicks or views). Obviously, R can be treated as the adjacency
matrix of a graph representing user-item relations.

Alternating least squares

Alternating Least Squares (ALS) [29] is an algorithm used with implicit feed-
back data. Having implicit feedback R|U |×|I| describing relations between
users U and items I, the idea of Alternating least squares application is to
learn user embeddings xu ∈ Rd for each user u ∈ U and item embeddings
yi ∈ Rd for each item i ∈ I minimizing the loss function

L(X,Y) :=
∑
u∈U

∑
i∈I

cui(pui − 〈xu,yi〉)2 + λ1

(∑
u∈U
‖xu‖22 +

∑
i∈I
‖yi‖22

)
, (1.26)

where d is a latent space dimensionality (or a number of factors), X ∈ R|U |×d
and Y ∈ Rd×|V | are the matrices of user and item embeddings: xu = X[u, :]17,
yi = Y[:, i], and λ1 ∈ R+

0 is a hyperparameter controlling the influence of L2-
regularization18. A constant pui ∈ {0, 1} represents the preference of a user u
for a product i defined as follows:

pui :=
{

1 if R[u, i] > 0,
0 otherwise.

(1.27)

Next, cui ∈ R represents the confidence in the preference observation pui. One
of the possible ways to define it is as

cui := 1 + λ2 ·R[u, i], (1.28)

where λ2 ∈ R+
0 is another hyperparameter. Note how this algorithm resembles

the models discussed in Section 1.3.2.
17Similarly as in Definition 1.2.1, U and I are assumed to be {0, 1, . . . , |U | − 1} and

{0, 1, . . . , |I| − 1} for the notation simplicity.
18See Tikhonov regularization

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regularization_(mathematics)
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Bayesian personalized ranking

Rendle et al. [30] argue that zero values of R should be treated as missing
ones. That is why they propose to consider implicit feedback in form of triples:

R :=
{

(u, i, j) ∈ U × I × I
∣∣∣ R[u, i] > 0 ∧R[u, j] = 0

}
. (1.29)

Entry (u, i, j) ∈ R represents that user u prefers item i to the item j. It means
that the only assumption made about data is that users prefer items that they
interacted with to items they did not.

Then, based on the probabilistic point of view on this assumption they
propose to maximize the following function:

L(X,Y) :=
∑

(u,i,j)∈R
ln σ(x̂uij)− λ1 · ‖θ‖22, (1.30)

where σ is a sigmoid19 function and

x̂uij := x̂ui − x̂uj := 〈xu,yi〉 − 〈xu,yj〉. (1.31)

Here, xu ∈ Rd for each u ∈ U and yi ∈ Rd for each i ∈ I are the user and item
embeddings which can be the output of an arbitrary model. For example, one
can factorize the implicit feedback matrix similarly as in Equation 1.26. Then,
θ is a real vector representing the parameters of the chosen model, λ1 ∈ R+

0
controls the L2-regularization and d ∈ N+ is a latent space dimensionality.

19https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigmoid_function
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Chapter 2
Machine learning on dynamic

graphs

Approaches discussed in Chapter 1 are designed for static graphs with fixed
nodes and edges (see Definition 1.0.1). However, a vast of real-world networks
change in time. For example, consider a social network with nodes represent-
ing users and edges representing a friendship relation. We may want to classify
users by some criteria [31], for example by their interests, or alternatively by
their behavioral roles [32]. Having an e-shop, users and items can be treated
as graph nodes, and purchases as edges. Then we may be interested in pre-
dicting the next user’s purchase [33, 34, 3], for example, to provide an e-shop
with personalized advertising. Having graph nodes representing researchers
and edges representing co-authorship, an interesting task is to predict the col-
laborations [35]. Moreover, for instance, tracking the contacts between the
attendees of a conference, our goal may be to analyze some spreading process,
for instance, a virus, passing from person to person [36]. Another interesting
example is a prediction of animal behavior: tracking interactions within a
group of baboons, and having four types of this group’s activities (sleeping,
hanging out, etc.), one may be interested in predicting the next-day activities
based on the past behavior [2]. Obviously, all these tasks require considering
the dynamics of data to solve them as efficiently as possible, since the under-
lying graphs change over time and data at different timepoints are dependent
on each other.

Note that in these examples not only the problems are totally different but
the graph dynamics are expressed differently as well. For example, in animal
behavior example, the interaction between two baboons represents an addition
or removal of the edge, while in a co-authorship network, edges are only added
as time passes which means that the graph only grows. Furthermore, the
interests of people change, which means that in a social network, classifying
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2. Machine learning on dynamic graphs

the users based on their interests, we should consider that labels change in
time and thus classification should be performed for each timestamp. However,
a user’s behavioral role is a notion associated with the whole history of the
user’s activity and, in this case, the whole sequences are classified. The goal of
this chapter is to overview modern approaches to solve such problems utilizing
graph dynamics.

2.1 Dynamic graph

To discuss the machine learning approaches capable of capturing graph dy-
namics, we should firstly properly formalize the essence of a dynamic graph.
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, graph dynamics may be expressed
differently in different applications. Indeed, sometimes a constructed graph
only changes its topology as time passes, but in other applications, for ex-
ample, node or edge features may also evolve. That is why the notion of a
dynamic graph is usually defined differently, driven by the task.

There exist various approaches to formalize the concept of a dynamic graph
[37, 38, 39, 40]. Probably, the most general way to define it mathematically is
given by Casteigts et al. [37]. They propose to define a Time-Varying Graph as
follows. Consider a time span T ⊆ T, where T is assumed to be either N or R+.
Then, a Time-Varying Graph can be defined as a tuple G = (V, E , T , ρ, ζ, ψ, ϕ).
Here, V is a non-empty finite set of nodes and E ⊆ V ×V ×F is a set of edges,
similarly as in the static graph (see Definition 1.0.1). So far, the only difference
is an implicit definition of edge feature F that can be of any nature. Then:

• ρ : E × T → {0, 1} is an edge presence function indicating whether a
given edge is present at a certain time point.

• ζ : E × T → T is an edge latency function representing a time necessary
to “cross” the given edge at a certain time.

• ψ : V × T → {0, 1} is a node presence function indicating whether a
given node is present at a certain time point.

• ϕ : V × T → T is a node latency function representing a time necessary
to “travel” by the given node at a certain time.

Using such a definition we can formalize the majority of (if not all) real-
world dynamic networks. But in many applications, we are not interested
in all of the possible temporal graph changes and thus we do not require
such a highly expressive model which may be overcomplicated. A big class of
problems, including the ones introduced at the beginning of this chapter, can
be defined using the Definition 2.1.1.
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2.2. Dynamic graph representation learning

Definition 2.1.1. Dynamic graph20 is a tuple G = (V, E , T ), where V is a non-
empty finite set of nodes or vertices, E ⊆ { (u, v, t) | u, v ∈ V ∧ u 6= v ∧ t ∈ T }
is a set of edges, links, events or interactions21, and T ⊆ T is a time span,
where T := R+

0 represents the temporal domain.

Note that with the dynamic graph defined in a such way we are restricted to
certain systems: we always assume the fixed entities which do not implicitly
change over time, and the instantaneous interactions between them. Mainly,
in the literature related to machine learning on dynamic graphs, exactly this
type of time-varying networks is considered, since they are highly important
and ubiquitous in the real world.

2.2 Dynamic graph representation learning

In Chapter 1, I shortly described the main ideas of graph representation learn-
ing. This paradigm includes two main types of approaches: shallow embedding
and Graph neural networks. Being the state of the art of machine learning on
graphs, it serves as a basis for the majority of techniques for dealing with prob-
lems on dynamic graphs. In this section, I want firstly to introduce several
important concepts related to dynamic graph representation learning: tempo-
ral granularity, time decay and temporal smoothness, and then proceed to the
methods themselves.

2.2.1 Temporal granularity

Graph representation learning techniques that capture network dynamics are
typically classified by how they “treat” time, i.e for which dynamic graph
representation they are designed. There exist two main categories: discrete-
time approaches and continuous-time approaches.

Having a dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ), the most straightforward way to
capture the network dynamics with the graph representation learning tech-
niques is to split the graph into T ∈ N static graphs, called snapshots:

G(0), G(1), . . . , G(T−1). (2.1)

20The naming of this structure is inconsistent across the literature. It may be referred
to with different word combinations, including the pairs from {dynamic, temporal, time-
varying, continuous-time dynamic} × {graph, network} and others. Further in this work,
whenever I use one of these combinations I mean the dynamic graph.

21Note that the edges are implicitly ordered. However, in this work this fact is typically
not significant and I usually assume that the direction is not important. I use this definition
of edges to be consistent with the literature.
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2. Machine learning on dynamic graphs

This can be achieved by selecting T + 1 timestamps t0, t1, . . . , tT ∈ T and
defining the snapshots as follows:

Gk := (V, {{u, v} | ((v, u, t) ∈ E ∨ (u, v, t) ∈ E) ∧ (tk 6 t < tk+1)}). (2.2)

A machine learning model which operates with graph snapshots is said
to be a discrete-time [41, 42, 43]. The motivation of such an approach is to
apply the standard graph representation learning techniques on snapshots and
use the results as input for the models designed for sequences processing, or
simply aggregate them if necessary. The number of snapshots is usually set
to be much lower than the cardinality of a graph time span T , due to the
computational complexity. It means that such models lose some temporal
information aggregating the events.

Contrary to discrete-time approaches, continuous-time approaches directly
process a dynamic graph. Such models have the maximal potential expres-
sivity since they do not lose temporal information. However, to build such
models based on the classic graph representation learning approaches, it is
necessary to modify them, which makes continuous-time approaches generally
more complex. Consequently, continuous-time approaches are far not as pop-
ular as the ones working with graph snapshots [42, 43]. I will describe some
of the models belonging to both classes further in this chapter.

2.2.2 Time decay

When dealing with temporal data it is often assumed that more recent records
have higher significance. This idea is typically realised via a time-decay func-
tion Γ : T× T→ R which associates pairs of timestamps with their weighted
distance. Some typical examples of Γ [44, 33] include :

1. Passage time decay

Γ(t1, t2) :=
{

1 if |t1 − t2| < σ

0 otherwise
(2.3)

2. Triangle time decay

Γ(t1, t2) :=
{

1− |t1−t2|σ if |t1 − t2| < σ

0 otherwise
(2.4)

3. Gaussian time decay

Γ(t1, t2) := e
−(t1−t2)2

2σ2 (2.5)

Here, σ ∈ R+ is a parameter controlling time decay. For the visualization see
Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the time-decay functions. Here, σ is set to 1.5.

2.2.3 Temporal smoothness

Many models try to capture network dynamics assuming the temporal smooth-
ness. Consider for example a dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ) and a discrete-time
model that produces node embeddings z(0)

v , z(1)
v , . . . , z(T−1)

v for a node v ∈ V
at each of the T ∈ N snapshots. Then the temporal smoothness means that
vectors z(0)

v , z(1)
v , . . . , z(T−1)

v form a trajectory in the latent space. Similarly,
for example, getting a vector representation of dynamic graph edges, assuming
the temporal smoothness, we may expect adjacent edges with similar times-
tamps to be close in the latent space. For the illustration see Figure 2.2.

2.3 Shallow embedding of dynamic graphs

This section aims to cover modern shallow embedding approaches designed
for dynamic graphs. I rely on the surveys by Kazemi et al. [41] (2020) and
Barros et al. [43] (2021), and the other, further mentioned, works I am aware
of. All the described approaches are strongly inspired by techniques discussed
in Section 1.3 and preserve the general framework. That is why at some points
I only describe the key parts of time-aware models, relying on their obvious
association with the ones described in Chapter 1.

2.3.1 Discrete-time approaches

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, dealing with discrete time means working with
graph snapshots. That is why in this section, I consider shallow embedding
models designed for the snapshots G(0), G(1), . . . , G(T−1) of a dynamic graph
G = (V, E , T ).
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2. Machine learning on dynamic graphs
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Figure 2.2: Example of temporal smoothness. Points in the plot represent 3-
dimensional edge embeddings of the real-world co-presence network [45]. Nodes V
of this network G = (V, E , T ) represent the attendees of a scientific conference and
an edge (u, v, t) ∈ E represents that the person u is in contact with the other at-
tendee v at time t. The picture shows embeddings obtained with weg2vec [36]. This
model aims to place adjacent edges close in the latent space and preserve temporal
smoothness.

2.3.1.1 Snapshots aggregation

The easiest way to directly apply classic shallow embedding techniques for
any downstream task on a dynamic network is to convert it to a single static
snapshot G. Then, any technique described in Section 1.3 can be straight-
forwardly utilized. For example, Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [46] follow this
idea while studying the link-prediction problem for social networks.

Some succeeding approaches try to capture more temporal information by
considering a matrix of weights W ∈ R|V |×|V |:

W[i, j] :=
T−1∑
t=0

Γ(T, t) ·A(t)[i, j], (2.6)

where A(t) is an adjacency matrix of the graph G(t), and Γ is an arbitrary
time-decay function (see Section 2.2.2). For example, Ahmed et al. [47] set
Γ(T, t) := γT−t for some γ ∈ [0, 1] and then generate random walks on G
that are biased according to W. Similarly, Ibrahim and Chen [48] construct
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2.3. Shallow embedding of dynamic graphs

the same weight matrix, but add “self-loops” W[i, i] := 1 for all i ∈ V and
use different node similarity measures S based on this matrix. The idea of
such approaches is that recent events carry more relevant information. The
described models can be useful, however they are clearly doomed to the loss
of temporal information.

2.3.1.2 Latent snapshots aggregation

Rather than aggregating snapshots to one graph in order to utilize static
shallow embedding techniques, we can apply them to each snapshot and then
aggregate the obtained embeddings. To get the embedding zv of a node v ∈ V,
it means to obtain node embeddings z(0)

v , z(1)
v , . . . , z(T−1)

v for each of the T
snapshots and then aggregate them:

zv :=
T−1∑
t=0

Γ(T, t) · z(t)
v , (2.7)

where Γ is a time-decay function. For example, Yao et al. [49] design the model
to learn static embeddings z(0)

v , z(1)
v , . . . , z(T−1)

v based on the node common
neighbors and then apply aggregation described above with the time decay
set to Γ(T, t) := e−σ(T − t).

Zhu et al. [50] use the similar idea and formulate the task of link prediction
as finding the graph GT based on aggregation of the d-dimensional latent node
representations Z(0),Z(1), . . . ,Z(T−1) ∈ R|V |×d at each timestamp:

AT := Φ(Z(0),Z(1), . . . ,Z(T−1)), (2.8)

where Φ : R(|V |×d)T → R|V |×|V | is some predictor function and AT is an
adjacency matrix of GT .

More specifically, node similarity measures S(0), S(1), . . . , S(T−1) can be
constructed for each snapshot and then processed with some model designed
for time-series data. For example, to predict edges Güneş et al. [51] firstly con-
struct simple similarity measures and then use them as an input for ARIMA
— the model designed for time-series forecasting.

2.3.1.3 Explicit temporal smoothing

A number of shallow embedding techniques designed for dynamic networks aim
to capture evolution of graph snapshots by preserving temporal smoothness
(see Section 2.2.3). In this case, a model learns node embeddings for each
snapshot minimizing the additional term

∑
v∈V

T−2∑
t=0

l(z(t)
v , z(t+1)

v ), (2.9)
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2. Machine learning on dynamic graphs

where l : Rd × Rd → R is any reasonable measure of discrepancy, typically
based on the standard inner product.

For example, having snapshots G(0), G(1), . . . , G(T−1) and corresponding
adjacency matrices A(0),A(1), . . . ,A(T−1) Zhu et al. [50] define the following
loss function:

L(Z(0),Z(1), . . . ,Z(T−1)) :=
∑
u,v∈V

T−1∑
t=0
‖A(t)[u, v]− 〈z(t)

u , z(t)
v 〉‖22+

+ λ

(∑
v∈V

T−2∑
t=0

(
1− 〈z(t)

v , z(t+1)
v 〉

))
, (2.10)

where λ ∈ R+
0 is a hyperparameter. It can be observed that the proposed

model simply optimizes the adjacency matrix factorization (see Section 1.3.2)
for each snapshot and aims to preserve a temporal smoothness across snap-
shots.

TemporalNode2vec [52] follows the same idea but applies node2vec to each
snapshot. As mentioned in the Section 1.3.3, random walks approaches can be
equivalently defined as a matrix factorization. In this case, it can be achieved
with Positive Pointwise Mutual Information matrix PPMI ∈ R|V |×|V |:

PPMI[i, j] := max

(
0, log

(
θ · |i, j|

w
t · |V|

|i|t · |j|t

))
(2.11)

for all i 6= j ∈ V. Here |i, j|wt is the number of times i and j co-appear in the
set of node2vec walks of G(t) within a window of size w, |v|t is the number of
occurrences of v ∈ V in the set of walks of G(t), and θ ∈ R is a hyperparameter.
Then, the total loss function is defined as follows:

L(Z(0),Z(1), . . . ,Z(T−1)) :=
∑
u,v∈V

T−1∑
t=0
‖PPMI(t)[u, v]− 〈z(t)

u , z(t)
v 〉‖22+

+ λ1

(∑
v∈V

T−2∑
t=0

(
1− 〈z(t)

v z(t+1)
v 〉

))
+

+ λ2

(∑
v∈V

T−1∑
t=0
‖z(t)
v ‖22

)
, (2.12)

where λ1, λ2 ∈ R+
0 are trainable hyperparameters. Ferreira et al. [53] define

the identical model inspired by DynamicWord2vec [54] — the model designed
to analyze evolution of word semantics.

2.3.1.4 Tensor factorization

A sequence of adjacency matrices A(0),A(1), . . . ,A(T−1) corresponding to snap-
shots G(0), G(1), . . . , G(T−1), can be stacked into a tensor A ∈ R|V |×|V |×T of
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2.3. Shallow embedding of dynamic graphs

order 3:

A[i, j, t] := A(t)[i, j]. (2.13)

Then, inspired by adjacency matrix decomposion approaches (see Section 1.3.2),
tensor decomposion appraches for dynamic graphs emerged. They are based
on the idea to find the rank d ∈ N tensor decomposition of A given as

A ≈
d−1∑
k=0

λkak ⊗ bk ⊗ ck, (2.14)

where λk ∈ R+ and ak,bk ∈ R|V |, ck ∈ RT for all k ∈ {0, 1, . . . d − 1}. Here,
term λkak ⊗ bk ⊗ ck is defined22 as a tensor from R|V |×|V |×T :

(λkak ⊗ bk ⊗ ck)[i, j, t] := λkak[i] · bk[j] · ck[t]. (2.15)

Then, the obtained vectors can be used to construct d-dimensional node or
edge embeddings. For example, Dunlavy et al. [55] utilize ck vectors for link
prediction. There exist other techniques to factorize the given tensor [56],
however, Barros et al. [43] state that exactly the described type of decom-
position is typical for dynamic graphs since it learns both topological and
temporal information with computational efficiency.

2.3.2 Continuous-time approaches

Contrary to discrete-time approaches discussed in the previous section, continuous-
time approaches are designed to directly process a dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ).
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, such techniques are far not as developed as the
discrete-time ones. In this section, I describe some of the existent continuous-
time approaches relevant for the problem defined in Chapter 4.

2.3.2.1 Temporal neighborhood sampling

Nguyen et al. [57] propose a model named Continuous-Time Dynamic Network
Embeddings (CTDNE). The idea behind this approach is to generate temporal
walks on a dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ).

Definition 2.3.1. A temporal walk of length n ∈ N+ on a dynamic graph
G = (V, E , T ) starting from the node v1 ∈ V is a tuple (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Vn if
there exist t1 6 t2 6 · · · 6 tn−1 ∈ T such that

(n > 1) =⇒ (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1})((vi, vi+1, ti) ∈ E).
22Operator ⊗ denotes the outer product. In order not to deepen into linear algebra, here

it is simply defined as a special syntax.
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2. Machine learning on dynamic graphs

In the first step, CTDNE samples w ∈ N+ walk starting edges e1, e2, . . . ew ∈ E
according to the defined distribution. Nguyen et al. propose three different
distributions to sample a random edge (u, v, t) ∈ E :

1. Uniform. In this case each edge has the same probability of being se-
lected:

p((u, v, t)) := 1
|E|
. (2.16)

2. Exponential. In this case random walks are biased to start from the
more recent edges:

p((u, v, t)) := et−tmin∑
(u1,v1,t1)∈E

et1−tmin
. (2.17)

Here tmin := min(T ).

3. Linear. Consider a function η : T → N+ mapping each timestamp to
its position in the linearly ordered set T . For example, η(tmin) = 1 and
η(tmax) = |T |. Then, linear distribution means the following definition
of sampling probability:

p((u, v, t)) := η(t)∑
(u1,v1,t1)∈E

η(t1) (2.18)

Similarly, as in the case of exponential distribution, more recent edges
are considered more relevant but at different time granularity.

Of course, this list is not exhaustive and one can define any distribution based
on an arbitrary time-decay function or any other strategy. After obtaining
the edges e1, e2, . . . ew, CTDNE proceeds to the generation of w random walks
of the fixed length l ∈ N+. A first node v1 of each walk is determined by
the corresponding starting edge. Then, the kth node vk of each walk is sam-
pled from the temporal neighborhood Nt(vk−1) of the previous node for every
k ∈ {2, . . . , l}, where t ∈ T is fixed. For the purpose of sampling neighbors,
Nguyen et al. propose distributions similar to the ones designed for starting
edge selection. The obtained walks are then processed with skip-gram archi-
tecture [17], following the approaches discussed in the Section 1.3.3.

Definition 2.3.2. Consider a dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ). Then, the set
Nt(u) := {(v, tn) | (u, v, tn) ∈ E ∧ tn > t} defines a direct temporal neighbor-
hood of a node u ∈ V at time t ∈ T .
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2.3. Shallow embedding of dynamic graphs

A temporal random walk may be interpreted as a feasible route for a piece
of information through the dynamic network. For example, considering a net-
work representing interactions between people, random walks may represent
a virus propagation. Node embeddings that capture this information may
accurately describe dynamic graphs in many real-world applications.

Torricelli et al. [36] propose a different continuous-time approach. To em-
bed the edges of a dynamic graph they firstly convert G = (V, E , T ) to a
directed (see Definition 2.3.3) graph G′ = (E , E′), where E′ ⊂ E ×E is defined
as:

E′ :=
{

(u1, v1, t1), (u2, v2, t2) ∈ E × E
∣∣∣{u1, v1} ∩ {u2, v2} 6= ∅ ∧ |t2 − t1| < ∆t

}
(2.19)

with ∆t ∈ T. Moreover, edges E′ are associated with two types of weights
wpath : E′ → [0, 1] and wco : E′ → N:

wpath((u1, v1, t1), (u2, v2, t2)) := 1
1 + |t2 − t1|

, (2.20)

wco((u1, v1, t1), (u2, v2, t2)) :=∣∣∣{(ua, va, ta), (ub, vb, tb) ∈ E′
∣∣ua = u1 ∧ va = v1 ∧ ub = u2 ∧ vb = v2

}∣∣∣. (2.21)

Here, wpath associates pairs of events with their time-decay-weighted temporal
distances and wco represents the number of co-occurrences of event pairs on
the same nodes. The obtained directed acyclic23 graph is called a weighted
event graph and represents the relation of causality on events. To obtain the
final graph authors also remove some specific edges: for a given event if it has
multiple future adjacent events with the same pair of nodes, only the earliest
one is considered.

Definition 2.3.3. A directed graph is an ordered pair G = (V,E), where V is
a non-empty finite set of nodes or vertices and E ⊆ { (u, v) ∈ V × V | u 6= v }
is a set of edges or links.

Definition 2.3.4. Consider a directed graph G = (V,E). Then, the set
N (v) := {u ∈ V | (u, v) ∈ E ∨ (v, u) ∈ E} defines a direct neighborhood of a
node v ∈ V .

Then, Torricelli et al. to obtain the embeddings of events E , sample their
direct neighbors in G′ with the probability p(el|ek) of choosing the event el ∈
N (ek) as a neighbor of ek ∈ E′ defined as:

p(el|ek) := λF (wpath(ek, el)) + (1− λ)F (wco(ek, el)), (2.22)
23https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directed_acyclic_graph
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2. Machine learning on dynamic graphs

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a hyperparameter and

F (w(ek, el)) := w(ek, el)∑
n∈N (ek)w(ek, en) (2.23)

normalizes the weights. The generated neighborhoods are then used as an
input for the skip-gram architecture [17]. The obtained embeddings implicitly
preserve temporal smoothness and aim to capture the relation of causality
between events. For the illustration of the possible embeddings see Figure 2.2.
The described model is referred to as weg2vec [36].

2.4 Dynamic graph neural networks

Deep learning has proved to be a powerful tool for problems in different do-
mains. In the Section 1.4 I described its embodiment on graphs — Graph
neural networks. In turn, Recurrent neural networks [22, Chapter 10] are
designed to solve tasks on sequences, specifically time series [58]. Modern
deep learning approaches designed for dynamic graphs try to combine these
paradigms. In this section, I briefly discuss such approaches — Dynamic graph
neural networks (DGNNs). I mainly rely on the survey by Skarding et al. [42]
(2020) covering the corresponding problematics.

2.4.1 Discrete-time approaches

Skarding et al. [42] distinguish two types of discrete-time Dynamic graph neu-
ral networks: stacked DGNNs and integrated DGNNs. In the following sub-
sections I introduce the representatives of both classes considering a dynamic
graph G = (V, E , T ) and its snapshots G(0), G(1), . . . , G(T−1).

2.4.1.1 Stacked dynamic graph neural networks

A straightforward way to utilize the power of rraph neural networks on dy-
namic graphs is to apply GNN to each snapshot and then process the obtained
embeddings with some RNN architecture. It can be formalized as follows:

Z(t) := GNN(G(t)) (2.24)
S(t) := RNN(S(t−1),Z(t)). (2.25)

Here, GNN represents an arbitrary Graph neural network architecture that
produces node embeddings z(t)

0 , z(t)
1 , . . . , z(t)

|V|−1 ∈ Rd1 of graph snapshot at
time t given as a matrix Z(t) ∈ R|V |×d1 . Then, RNN is any Recurrent neu-
ral network with S(t) ∈ R|V |×d2 representing a hidden state of RNN at time
t, S(−1) may be set to zero matirx. Numbers d1, d2 ∈ N+ are the dimen-
sionalities of the RNN and GNN latent spaces. The final hidden states of
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the model given by matrix S(T−1) can then be used as global node embed-
dings z0, z1, . . . , z|V|−1. Note that parameters of GNN are shared across the
snapshots. Similarly, a single RNN is used to handle each node.

Seo et al. [59] propose a Graph Convolutional Recurrent Network (GCRN),
which falls under the described framework. They use a GCN-like (see Sec-
tion 1.4.2) Graph neural network and LSTM-based [27] Recurrent neural net-
work. Similar approaches include RgCNN [7] and DyGGNN [2] which can be
distinguished by the used graph and recurrent components. Manessi et al. [60]
propose slightly different architectures Waterfall Dynamic-GCN (WD-GCN)
and Concatenated Dynamic-GCN (CD-GCN) which are based on GCN and
LSTM, however, a different LSTM for each node is used.

2.4.1.2 Integrated dynamic graph neural networks

Another way to combine GNNs with RNNs is to directly integrate recurrence
into graph aggregation layers by introducing a recurrent dependence of GNN
parameters while processing consecutive snapshots. For example, considering
an L-layer GNN, with its layers denoted as GNNl, and any architecture of
RNN, this idea can be realized as follows:

W(l)(t) := RNN(H(l)(t),W(l)(t−1)). (2.26)
H(l+1)(t) := GNNl(G(t),H(l)(t),W(l)(t)). (2.27)

Here, W(t) denotes GNN parameters (weights) at time t and W(t−1) should
be initialized explicitly. Next, H(l)(t) ∈ R|V |×d represents hidden node embed-
dings at the kth layer of GNN at time t. Note that the parameters of GNN
layers are shared. The defined layer can then be used as the ones designed for
static graphs (see Section 1.4.1).

Pareja et al. [61] propose such an architecture referred to as EvolveGCN-
H. They use GCN and GRU [62] as a graph and recurrent modules. They also
propose a slightly different version of this architecture named EvolveGCN-O.
In this case, the LSTM is used and it does only process the GNN weights
regardless of the hidden embeddings. Chen et al. [63] propose GC-LSTM
which is also defined as an integrated layer.

2.4.2 Continuous-time approaches

Skarding et al. [42] (2020) state that there exist only two approaches to
continuous-time dynamic graph representation learning: RNN-bashed meth-
ods and the techniques based on temporal point processes. The former meth-
ods are task-driven. They include streaming graph neural networks [64] de-
signed for strictly evolving graphs (i. e. edges are only added) and JODIE [3]
designed for bipartite graphs. I describe the JODIE architecture in Section 2.5.
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2. Machine learning on dynamic graphs

The approaches based on temporal point processes include DyREP[65] which
I do not discuss in this work.

2.5 Machine learning on dynamic bipartite graphs

In this section, I want to discuss some approaches designed specifically for
dynamic bipartite graphs.

Definition 2.5.1. A dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ) is bipartite if two disjoint
sets U and I exist such that V = U ∪ I and E ⊆ U × I × T . U and I are said
to be the partitions of a graph G.

Snapshots of a dynamic network can be conveniently defined as bipartite
graphs. Having a dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ) with partitions U and V and
its snapshots G(0), G(1), . . . , G(T−1) for some T ∈ N, many models discussed in
this chapter can be used to utilize the topological-awareness by slight modifi-
cations. For example, Rafailidis and Nanopoulos [66] and Fang et al. [67] find
user and item embeddings factorizing the tensor A ∈ R|U |×|V |×T constructed
in the same way as discussed in Section 2.3.1.4, in this case utilizing bipartite
adjacency matrices.

Nevertheless, there also exists a variety of machine learning models de-
signed specifically for dynamic bipartite networks. These models are typically
ad hoc for specific tasks. For example, Li et al. [33] for the time-aware prod-
uct recommendation firstly construct a product-product graph based on the
number of times products are purchased by the same users in terms of sep-
arate snapshots. After that, they apply LINE algorithm (see Section 1.3.3)
on the constructed graph in order to obtain product embeddings. Users are
then placed in the same latent space with the simple calculations based on the
time-decayed embeddings of products they have purchased. Guo et al. [34] for
the session-based recommendations propose the TA-GNN architecture. The
idea of this approach is to construct two separate graphs for users and items
and then apply GNN and RNN technologies to produce separate embeddings
and then combine them for the final downstream task. In more detail, I want
to discuss the JODIE [3] model, highlighted by Skarding et al. [42] as one of
the few continuous-time dynamic graph neural networks.

JODIE

The idea of JODIE24 is to use two mutually-recursive recurrent neural net-
works in order to capture the user-item interactions. Contrary to the other
discussed models, JODIE tries to learns user and item embeddings for each

24JOint Dynamic user-Item Embeddings
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2.5. Machine learning on dynamic bipartite graphs

user u ∈ U and item i ∈ I as continuous functions of time u : T → Rd,
u : T → Rd, where d ∈ R. I remind that T is a temporal domain of G. The
idea of this model is to capture the temporal smoothness of embeddings by
mutually training the following recurrent neural networks for each consecutive
interaction between u and i:

u(t) = σ

(
Wu

1 · u(t−u ) + Wu
2 · i(t−u ) + Wu

3 · f + wu
4 ·∆u

)
, (2.28)

i(t) = σ

(
Wi

1 · i(t−i ) + Wi
2 · u(t−i ) + Wi

3 · f + wi
4 ·∆i

)
. (2.29)

Here, Wu
1 ,Wu

2 ,Wi
1,Wi

2 ∈ Rd×d,Wu
3 ,Wi

3 ∈ Rd×df ,wu
4 ,wi

4 ∈ Rd are train-
able parameters. t−u denotes the previous time of u’s/i’s interaction with any
item/user. Next, f ∈ Rdf is an optional interaction feature vector of the
currently processed interaction and ∆u := t − t−u , ∆i := t − t−i . Then, he
given recurrent neural networks are trained to preserve temporal smoothness
by trying to predict embeddings of a next processed interaction.
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Chapter 3
Time-series GNN

Contrary to the nature of time, the prevailing majority of state-of-the-art
machine learning techniques for dynamic graphs consider time as a discrete
variable [42]. However, based on the conducted study, represented by Chapters
1 and 2, I find it natural to define a continuous-time dynamic graph neural
network in the way I propose in this chapter. First of all, I introduce a general
framework which I refer to as Time-series GNN, and then I describe a simple
example of its possible instance. For the explanation I use the notation built
in Chapter 1, particularly in Section 1.4.1.

3.1 Time-series GNN framework

Consideration of a general graph in Section 1.4.1 — GNN framework, led
to the conclusion that the graph message passing should be defined with a
multiset aggregator function. It was motivated by two reasons: (i) node
neighborhoods are not naturally ordered, (ii) neighborhoods are variable in
size. However, considering a dynamic graph, edge timestamps introduce an
order on the neighborhoods: a node receives messages from the neighbors in
the certain order. This fact allows treating node neighborhoods as sequences.
Then, instead of a parameterized multiset aggregator function any sequence-
based deep-learning architecture such as a simple recurrent neural network
[22, Chapter 10], Gated recurrent unit, [62], Long short-term memory [27],
1D convolutional neural network [68] or Transformer [69] can be used. More
specifically, node neighborhoods define time series. Thus, any deep learn-
ing technique for time series processing [58] may be utilized. Conclusively,
it means that for a dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ), a GNN layer (see Equa-
tion (1.21)) can be generically defined as:
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3. Time-series GNN

h(k+1)
v := UPDATE

(
h(k)
v ,AGGTS

(
{(t,h(k)

u ) | (t, u) ∈ N (v)}
))
, (3.1)

where UPDATE : Rn × Rn → Rn and AGGTS25 : 2T ×{h(k)
u |u∈V} → Rn are

any (parameterized) differentiable functions. Next, N (v) is a neighborhood (or
alternatively a set of successors or predecessors) of v. Note that here AGGTS
is defined to be the most general possible aggregator and the notion of time
series is slightly more general than the usual one. For the illustration of the
described framework see Figure 3.1.

Definition 3.1.1. Consider a dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ). Then, the set
NS(u) := {(tn, v) | (u, v, tn) ∈ E} is a set of successors of a node u ∈ V. The
set NP (u) := {(tn, v) | (v, u, tn) ∈ E} is similarly a set of its predecessors.
Finally, the set N (u) := NP (u) ∪NS(u) is a direct neighborhood of u.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the Time-series GNN. The figure depicts an iteration of
the proposed message passing on a dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ) to update the hidden
state h(0)

u = 4.6 of a node u ∈ V. Next, figure illustrates the direct neighborhood
of u: N (u) = {(3, u1), (4, u1), (5, u1), (1, u2), (2, u2), (3, u2), (9, u2), (10, u2), (5, u3),
(9, u3), (11, u3), (12, u3)}, where u1, u2, u3 ∈ V and h(0)

u1 = 1.3,h(0)
u2 = 2.1,h(0)

u3 =
3.7. The idea of Time-series GNN is to treat the considered neighborhood as
time series {(3, 1.3), (4, 1.3), (5, 1.3), (1, 2.1), (2, 2.1), (3, 2.1), (9, 2.1), (10, 2.1), (5, 3.7),
(9, 3.7), (11, 3.7), (12, 3.7)}. The curve in the middle of the figure demonstrates the
given time series, preprocessed such that the messages at the same timepoints are
aggregated with their mean value. Note that this aggregation is not necessary and is
done only for the illustration. The obtained time series is used as an input for the
AGGTS function. Finally, the output of AGGTS is used to update the h(0)

u with the
UPDATE function.

25AGGregate Time Series
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3.2. Simple RNN-based Time-series GNN

3.2 Simple RNN-based Time-series GNN

In this subsection I want to give a simple straightforward example of a possible
instance of the discussed framework. Consider a node v ∈ V of a dynamic
graph G = (V, E , T ). Then its neighborhood (or alternatively a set of successors
or predecessors)N (v) defines a sequence of nodes v0, v1, . . . , v|N (v)|−1 such that
for the corresponding timestamps holds t0 6 t1,6, . . . ,6 t|N (v)|−1. Then, the
sequence of corresponding node hidden states h(k)

0 ,h(k)
1 , . . . ,h(k)

|N (v)|−1 can be
used as an input for the RNN architecture to update the hidden state h(k)

v of
v:

si := tanh
(

W1h(k)
i + W2si−1 + b

)
, (3.2)

Here, h(k)
i ∈ Rd1 is the ith node hidden state (or the message) and si ∈ Rd2 is a

hidden state of the recurrent neural network while processing the ith message;
s−1 should be initialized. Next, tanh is a hyperbolic tangent26 non-linearity
function, W1 ∈ Rd2×d1 , W1 ∈ Rd2×d2 and b ∈ Rd2 are trainable parameters.
Here, d1, d2 ∈ N+ are the dimensionalities of the GNN and RNN latent spaces
respectively. Then, the vector s|N (v)|−1 can be used as an updated hidden
state of v in GNN:

h(k+1)
v := s|N (v)|−1. (3.3)

26https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperbolic_functions#Hyperbolic_tangent
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Chapter 4
Problem definition

Nowadays, the Internet becomes more and more powerful and uncontrolled
tool. Every day fraudsters create websites to spread malware or steal private
information. For example, today, visiting a seemingly innocent domain like
covid19doctors.com may be highly dangerous. Impressively, from January
1st 2020 through March 23rd 2020 at least 62000 of such COVID-19-related
malicious domains were spotted27. Fraudsters utilize such names to attract
traffic and then involve unaware users in their malicious activities. Typical
examples of such lawbreaking activities include phishing28 and turning the
attracted users’ machines into bots, which then silently listen to attacker’s
commands [70].

An in-time detection of such domains may prevent serious consequences.
Researchers have been developing different methods to reveal suspicious do-
mains among the millions of benign ones. Classic so-called knowledge-base
approaches [71] are based on human-expert insights. For example, Sato et al.
(2012) [72] notice that some of the malicious domains tend to co-occur in
DNS traffic data. With this assumption, they propose a method to extend
the known blacklist of domains. However, the majority of modern approaches,
developed to detect malicious domains, are data-driven with machine-learning
algorithms at their core [71]. These approaches include techniques based on
the feature extraction from domain names and their behavior. For example,
Chiba et al. [73] exploit the so-called temporal variational patterns of domains
in DNS logs, which include information about how and when a domain name
has been listed in legitimate/popular and/or malicious domain name lists.
Other popular techniques for detecting “black” domains are based on graph
machine learning technologies [74].

27https://www.domaintools.com/resources/blog/free-covid-19-threat-list-
domain-risk-assessments-for-coronavirus-threats

28https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phishing
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4. Problem definition

Arguably, the key challenge of using machine learning in the domain clas-
sification task is the nature of labeled data. Having a list of domains, we
would possibly like to associate each of them with a binary label indicating
that the domain is malicious or benign respectively. Then, we can apply some
supervised machine-learning models to learn the patterns necessary for distin-
guishing between the two types of domains. Nevertheless, such an approach
is infeasible in real-world applications.

First of all, having a domain, what is the proper way to decide on its
maliciousness? A common approach is to use reputable blacklists as the source
of ground truth. Despite the fact that blacklists such as PhishTank29 or Web
of Trust30 are generally considered as a reliable source, the obtained labels
cannot be completely truthful. Some works demonstrate a relatively high rate
of false-positive data in some recognized blacklists [71].

Using techniques such as voting based on several blacklists [75], one is
still able to assign relatively reliable positive labels to malicious domains.
However, assigning negative labels to benign ones is a far more challenging
problem. One cannot easily conclude that a given domain is malicious. In 2016
over 296 million second-level domains31 existed [73]. Obviously, this number
keeps growing rapidly and regular scanning of such an amount of domains
is computationally infeasible. Some approaches use top-k domains from the
services like Alexa Top Sites32 as ground truth for domain benignness [71].
However, this service scores domains mainly based on their popularity and
statistics, but not on cybersecurity aspects, and cannot be generally considered
a reliable source for the described purposes. Stevanovic et al. [76] show a
relatively high false-positive rate of this system. In general, it is not possible to
obtain the labels for benign domains. It is only possible to use some heuristics
based on combinations of domain filtration and ranking services usage [71],
but in the best case, it leads to obtaining a small number of ground truth
data.

In such circumstances, the usage of machine learning techniques becomes
challenging. The facts described above mean dealing with noisy data and a
severe class imbalance between labeled and unlabeled data. Such conditions
require special approaches for domain classification. Some of the typical ap-
proaches include one-class classification [77] or a modified binary classification
with certain assumptions and corresponding evaluation metrics.

Described problematics and challenges outline the background for a formal

29https://www.phishtank.com/
30https://www.mywot.com/
31https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second-level_domain
32https://aws.amazon.com/alexa-top-sites/
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4.1. Cisco Cognitive maliciousness classification problem

definition of the task studied in this thesis.

4.1 Cisco Cognitive maliciousness classification
problem

In this section, I introduce the Cisco Cognitive Intelligence maliciousness clas-
sification problem — the task of malicious domains detection in anonymized
real-world data provided by Cisco, Cognitive Intelligence group.

The given dataset is composed as an anonymized sample of the Cisco
Cognitive customers traffic. The dataset contains all traffic of users that at
least once visited a known high risk site. It contains 1 924 728 entries, each
represented with 6 features:

user id Anonymized user IP address (123.45.678.91)

url id Anonymized URL name
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/URL)

hostname id Anonymized hostname (en.wikipedia.org)

sld id Anonymized second-level domain name (wikipedia.org)

timestamp Timestamp represented as a non-negative integer (23:59)

label Label. 1(labeled) if url id is malicious and 0(unlabeled)
otherwise (0)

Each entry represents a visit to a website by some user at a certain timepoint.
Examples in the brackets give an intuition of the possible original record.
There are in total of 179 malicious URLs and, consequently, 54 correspond-
ing malicious second-level domains, which is in high contrast with the total
number of URLs and domains, which are equal to 325 915 and 28 685 respec-
tively. The more detailed statistics are given in Table 4.1. In terms of this
thesis, I focus on relations between users and second-level domains. Moreover,
I remove 80% of unlabeled second-level domains due to the limited computa-
tional capacity. The final statistics of the preprocessed dataset can be found
in Table 4.2

Let us now proceed to the formal definition of the machine learning task
studied in this thesis. Many machine learning problems can be conveniently
defined by three components: the experience that machine learning models
are allowed to have during the learning process, the task they aim to solve
based on the received experience, and the performance measure designed to
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unique values
user id 83
url id 325915
hostname id 28685
sld id 16931
timestamp 1433012

(a) All interactions (1 924 728)

unique values
user id 79
url id 179
hostname id 56
sld id 54
timestamp 6923

(b) Malicious interactions (7 051)

Table 4.1: Quantitative characteristics of the Cisco Cognitive dataset. The table
shows the numbers of unique values in (a) the whole dataset (b) in interactions with
malicious URLs (malicious interactions).

unique values
user id 83
sld id 3440
timestamp 464088

(a) All interactions (533 474)

unique values
user id 79
sld id 54
timestamp 6923

(b) Malicious interactions (7 051)

Table 4.2: Quantitative characteristics of the preprocessed Cisco Cognitive dataset.
The table shows numbers of unique values in (a) the whole dataset (b) in interactions
with malicious URLs (malicious interactions).

evaluate the models’ efficiency [22, Chapter 5]. In the following sections, I
describe each of these parts which holistically define the problem.

4.1.1 Experience

The described above dataset defines a graph structure. Considering unique
user id and sld id values, we can construct a set of users U = {u0, u1, . . . ,
um−1} and a set of second-level domains D = {d0, d1, . . . , dn−1} for some
m,n ∈ N+. Then, relations between users and domains can be modelled as
a dynamic bipartite graph (see Definition 2.5.1) G = (V, E , T ) with partitions
U and D, where (u, d, t) ∈ E represents an interaction between user u and
domain d at time t, given by the corresponding dataset entry. Additionally,
unique pairs of sld id and label values define a mapping

ϕ : D → {0, 1} (4.1)

that associates domains with their labels. For a domain d ∈ D, ϕ(v) = 1
means that v is malicious, while ϕ(v) = 0 means that we do not posses any
information about the maliciousness or benignness of v. Figure 4.1a illustrates
the described dynamic graph.
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Figure 4.1: An illustration of the Cisco Cognitive maliciousness classification prob-
lem: (a) initial dynamic graph, (b) inference.

During the learning process, a machine learning model is allowed to con-
sider the graph G and the ϕ values of the training set of labeled domains
D ⊂ {d ∈ D | ϕ(d) = 1} and all the unlabeled ones U := {d ∈ D | ϕ(d) = 0}.
Such a learning style is usually called learning with positive labels. From the
pure graph perspective, this learning may be referred to as semi-supervised,
since a model captures information about the whole graph, including all the
nodes, but considers labels only for some subset of the nodes [4].

4.1.2 Task

For a model, the goal of the learning process is to find a mapping:

ψ : D → [0, 1] (4.2)

which associates domains with their scores. For a node d ∈ D, its score ψ(d)
represents a probability that d is malicious.

Then, in practice, some fixed number of domains with the highest scores
can be claimed to be malicious. This task can be seen as an information
retrieval problem: having a collection of resources (domains), we aim to obtain
the relevant (malicious) ones. I refer to the process of associating domains with
their scores as inference. For the illustration of the described approach see
Figure 4.1b.
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4.1.3 Performance measure

In information retrieval tasks, typically used evaluation metrics include preci-
sion at k, defined as:

P@k := |{relevant} ∩ {retrieved}|
{retrieved} . (4.3)

Another possible metric is recall at k:

R@k := |{relevant} ∩ {retrieved}|
{relevant} , (4.4)

where {relevant} is a set of relevant resources and {retrieved} is a set of k
resources with the highest scores.

In terms of the considered task {relevant} := {d ∈ D | ϕ(d) = 1} is a
set of malicious domains, and {retrieved} ⊆ D is a set of k domains with the
highest scores given by ψ. For the maliciousness classification task studied
in this thesis, P@k is used as a performance criterion: having top-k domains
with the highest maliciousness probabilities, we are interested in how many of
them are indeed labeled as malicious.

In this work, I evaluate the models with P@k for different k values chosen
based on the total number of malicious domains. More importantly, with the
same metrics, I evaluate the models’ generalization capacities. In this case
their precision is measured on the test set of domains T := D \ D. It means:
{relevant} := {d ∈ T | ϕ(d) = 1} and {retrieved} ⊆ D \ D is the set of top k
domains excluding the training ones.

Moreover, I additionally measure R@|T | on the test set to have a piece of
dual information about a model’s performance. This criterion represents how
many of the hidden, during the training, malicious domains are revealed by
the inference. Indeed, if all of the test domains are exposed then R@|T | =
1. Regarding the considered task, this evaluation metric is auxiliary and
less significant than P@k, since we are mainly interested in the correct top-k
prediction and not in the exposure of as many domains as possible.

4.2 Related problems

The defined maliciousness classification problem is related to different do-
mains. First of all, the learning experience (Section 4.1.1) is defined as a dy-
namic graph. It means that this task is primarily related to the problematics
described in Chapters 1 and 2. More specifically, the given graph is bipartite.
There exist a range of works on machine learning with dynamic bipartite net-
works [3, 33, 34, 78, 79, 80], some of them as discussed in Section 2.5. The
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prevailing majority of such works consider a graph representing interactions
between users and items, typically products, as mentioned in Section 1.5 and
followed in Section 2.5.

More specifically, we may treat the given interactions between users and
domains as implicit feedback (see Section 1.5.1). Having a bipartite dynamic
network G = (V, E , T ), considered in this chapter, with partitions U and I,
we can represent it as implicit feedback R ∈ R|U |×|I| in the following way:

R[u, i] :=
∣∣{(v1, v2, t) ∈ E

∣∣v1 = u ∧ v2 = i
}∣∣. (4.5)

It makes the maliciousness classification task related to the corresponding
problematics [29, 30, 81] as well. Implicit feedback representation may be con-
sidered equivalent to the bipartite network representation. However, consid-
ering the nature of relations may be favorable. For example, models discussed
in Section 1.5.1 rely on some special assumption about user-item connections.

Moreover, the maliciousness classification problem is related to the prob-
lematics of imbalanced learning [82, 77, 83, 84], due to the discussed origin
of data, and to the information retrieval domain [85], from the perspective of
defined task (Section 4.1.2) and performance measure (Section 4.1.3).

Despite the connections of the considered problem with the various fields,
I am not aware of other problems that can be reasonably defined in exactly
the same way. Moreover, despite the existence of extensive graph dataset
collections [86, 87], it is challenging to find bipartite dynamic graph data with
corresponding binary labels.

4.2.1 Foreign customer classification problem

unique values
StockCode 200
CustomerID 4141
InvoiceDate 17021

(a) All purchases (128 334)

unique values
StockCode 200
CustomerID 415
InvoiceDate 2049

(b) Purchases by foreigners (14 396)

Table 4.3: Quantitative characteristics of the preprocessed e-commerce dataset. The
table shows numbers of unique values in (a) the whole dataset (b) in interactions
involving foreign customers. StockCode and CustomerID represent the user and
product identifiers respectively and InvoiceDate defines timestamps.

Based on the overview of related tasks I construct a similar e-commerce-
related problem based on the open data33. The obtained dataset contains

33https://www.kaggle.com/carrie1/ecommerce-data
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4. Problem definition

all the transactions occurring between 01/12/2010 and 09/12/2011 for a UK-
based and registered non-store online retail. It contains records about the
purchases from 37 countries, mainly from the United Kingdom. I preprocess
this dataset to define the analogous task of a foreign customer detection.
See Table 4.3 for the statistics. This problem serves as an auxiliary task for
more objective experiments, however, is still distant from the maliciousness
classification problem.
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Chapter 5
Experiments

In this chapter, I describe the experiments I conduct to demonstrate the pos-
sible solutions of the Cisco Cognitive maliciousness classification problem de-
fined in Chapter 4 and show the influence of leveraging the temporal aspect
of data.

5.1 Workflow

In this work, I use Python 3 to implement the experimental framework and
machine learning models. Mainly, I rely on the following libraries: NumPy
[88] for numerical arrays handling, SciPy [89] for operations with linear alge-
bra objects, pandas [90] for datasets processing, scikit-learn [91] for general
machine learning tools, PyTorch [92] and PyTorch Geometric [93] for deep
learning models. Also I use Matplotlib [94] for visualizations.

5.2 Experimental framework

In this section, I describe how I set up the experimental framework to evaluate
the performance of machine learning models on the considered task . First of
all, I construct the training set D (see Section 4.1.1) with 60 % of randomly
chosen labeled domains. The rest of them define the test set T . The following
sections cover the training, test and hyperparameter tuning methods. Note
that, as described in Chapter 4, the set of unlabeled domains U is considered
by a model during both training and test.

5.2.1 Training

As described in Chapters 1 and 2, there are two leading approaches in machine
learning on (dynamic) graphs: shallow embedding and graph neural networks.
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These types of techniques require different approaches to use them regarding
the considered problem: to obtain the mapping ψ (see Section 5.2.1).

To make an inference with a shallow embedding model, it is firstly trained
in an unsupervised manner to produce node embeddings z0, z2, . . . z|V|−1. Then
the training pairs {(zd, ϕ(d)) | d ∈ D ∪ U} are fed to the Random forest clas-
sifier. A mapping ψ is then given by the probability predictions of Random
forest for each d ∈ D. The choice of Random forest is motivated by its ro-
bustness against imbalanced data.

In case of graph neural networks, ψ can be directly defined as

ψ(d) := σ(f(zd)), (5.1)

where σ is a sigmoid function and f : Rn → R is a 1-layer feedforward neural
network. Here zd ∈ Rn denotes the embedding of a node d and n is the
dimension of the latent space (see Section 1.4.1). Then, such a model can
be trained end-to-end in a supervised manner with mean squared error loss
MSE : 2D∪U → R with additional weights, defined as:

MSE(B) := 1
|B|

∑
d∈B

w(d)(ϕ(d)− ψ(d))2, (5.2)

where B ⊆ D ∪ U is some batch of domains used for training. Here I add the
weights w : D → {0, 1} defined as

w(d) :=


|D|
|U| if d ∈ U ,
1 otherwise

(5.3)

to alleviate the class imbalance. After the training, the values of ψ for each
domain d ∈ D are given by a forward pass of GNN.

5.2.2 Test

To test a shallow model, I repeat the training (see Section 5.2.1) with the
obtained embeddings 5 times. It means the repetition of the following proce-
dure: (i) choose the Random forest’s parameters using 2-fold cross-validation
(see Section 5.2.3), (ii) train the Random forest, (iii) make an inference and
obtain the metric scores. After that, I calculate the mean value for each met-
ric. In case of graph neural networks, I directly calculate metric scores on the
values given by a forward pass.

5.2.3 Hyperparameter tuning

To set a model’s hyperparameters for training I use 2-fold cross-validation34.
It means that firstly the predefined half of training domains D is used to

34https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-validation_(statistics)
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train a model and then it is tested with the rest of D. I find the described
setup a trade-off between time complexity and efficiency, having a limited
computational capacity.

5.3 Applied models

In this section, I overview the machine learning models applied to the con-
sidered problems. The description of the underlying datasets and problem
details are discussed in Chapter 4. All the applied models can be classified by
their topological and temporal awareness. See Figure 5.1 for the illustration of
the proposed taxonomy.

Figure 5.1: Taxonomy of the applied models. Approaches belonging to different
classes “treat” a dynamic graph G = (V, E , T ) differently. For example, Alternating
least squares is specifically designed for implicit feedback data (a special case of a
bipartite graph). However, from the perspective of dynamics, it captures only the
number of edges on the same vertices. Contrary, Time-series GNN is designed for a
general dynamic graph but is able to capture continuous time. In the picture, graph
neural networks are underlined.

I also want to mention the unfortunate attempts to apply some models
to the considered task. In terms of this thesis, I implement the weg2vec
(see Section 2.3.2.1) model, however it turns out that the construction of a
weighted event graph is computationally infeasible due to the high density of
the considered dynamic graphs. Note that I implement this model preserving
its generality and do not employ any special steps to optimize it. Next, after
multiple attempts, I was unlucky to install the DynGEM [95] library providing
the implementation of several discrete-time graph machine learning models.
Further, I had no success with JODIE35 (see Section 2.5) application due to
the limited GPU capacity.

35https://github.com/srijankr/jodie
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Bayesian personalized ranking

To apply the Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR, see Section 1.5.1), for each
dataset I construct the implicit feedback R, as described in Section 4.2. I
employ the existent implementation of BPR from the Implicit36 library and
run it with the default regularization parameter value λ1 = 0.01, and d = 15
for both tasks based on the cross validation.

Alternating least squares

I use Alternating least squares (see Section 1.5.1) implementation from Im-
plicit on the same constructed implicit feedback R. ALS demonstrates the
best performance with the same parameters as Bayesian personalized ranking.
Note that the used implementation assumes cui := R[u, i].

Node2vec

I utilize the available node2vec (see Section 1.3.3) implementation37 on the
constructed multigraphs

G :=
(
V,{{u, v} | (u, v, t) ∈ E ∨ (v, u, t) ∈ E}

)
, (5.4)

to capture the multiplicities of interactions. This model shows higher perfor-
mance being set up to generate shorter random walks and use smaller sliding
window of skip-gram architecture. To obtain the test scores I set walk length
and window size to 2 with generating 200 walks per node for both tasks. The
dimensionality d of embeddings is set to 64.

GCN

To run the graph convolutional neural network (GCN, see Section 1.4.2) I
convert the dynamic graphs to single snapshots. I implement the model with
PyTorch Geometric. Based on the cross-validation, I set the latent space
dimensionality to 16, the number of layers to 1, and employ training with
the learning rate set to 0.001 for 30 and 100 epochs on the maliciousness
classification and foreign customer classification tasks respectively. Learning
is done with Adam optimizer [96] with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999.

TemporalNode2vec

To run TemporalNode2vec (see Section 2.3.1.3) I split the both dynamic
graphs into 100 snapshots. The construction of PPMI matrices for each
snapshot turns out to be too computationally expensive that is why I replace

36https://github.com/benfred/implicit
37https://github.com/eliorc/node2vec
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them with the implicit feedback matrices R for each snapshot. It may be jus-
tified as an estimation of PPMI matrices constructed based on the random
walks of length 2. I realize this model merging the mentioned implementation
of node2vec and the original code of DynamicWord2vec38. In this case I set
d = 50.

CTDNE

To apply CTDNE (see Section 2.3.2.1) I use the existent implementation39.
Similarly as node2vec, on both tasks it achieves the best performance employ-
ing 2-nodes-long random walks. See Figure 5.2 for the illustration. The model
shows better results utilizing the linear neighborhood sampling distribution.
Thus, to test the model I finally set l = 2, w = 200, d = 64, exponen-
tial neighborhood sampling, and generation of 200 walks per node without
random sampling. The used implementation assumes t to be the maximal
timestamp.
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Figure 5.2: Influence of random walks length on the CTDNE validation performance
on (a) the maliciousness classification task, (b) the foreign customer classification
task. In both cases, the window length for skip-gram architecture is set to maximal.

Time-series GNN

In terms of this thesis, I implement a simple RNN-based layer of Time-series
GNN (described at the end of Section 3.2), ad hoc for the considered problem,
and leave the further study and experiments as future work.

I use one-hot-encoded node features to initialize the first hidden state
of GNN. For the maliciousness classification task I set d2 = 30 and for the
foreign customer classification d2 = 15. d1 = |V | is given by one-hot encoding.
Next, for both problems 1-layer-deep RNN shows the best validation scores,
which I use for the testing. I train the model with Adam optimizer [96]

38https://github.com/yifan0sun/DynamicWord2Vec
39https://github.com/urielsinger/CTDNE
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(β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999) for both problems with learning rate equal to 0.001 and
100 epochs.

5.4 Results
All domains Test domains

P@5 P@10 P@100 P@1 P@5 P@10 P@100 R@|T |
BPR 1.00 1.00 0.46 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.14 0.58
ALS 1.00 1.00 0.46 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.14 0.59
Node2vec 1.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.20 0.10 0.02 0.05
GCN 1.00 0.90 0.40 0.00 0.80 0.70 0.13 0.59
TemporalNode2vec 1.00 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.36 0.22 0.04 0.11
CTDNE 1.00 1.00 0.34 1.00 0.20 0.10 0.02 0.05
Time-series GNN 1.00 1.00 0.45 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.13 0.59

Table 5.1: Models performance on the maliciousness classification task.

All customers Test customers
P@200 P@500 P@1 P@5 P@10 P@100 P@200 P@500 R@|T |

BPR 1.00 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.59 0.28 0.68
ALS 1.00 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.64 0.29 0.75
Node2vec 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.31 0.87
GCN 1.00 0.65 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.59 0.30 0.89
TemporalNode2vec 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.88 0.82 0.46 0.33 0.19 0.34
CTDNE 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.31 0.87
Time-series GNN 1.00 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.66 0.28 0.83

Table 5.2: Models performance on the foreign customer classification task.

The results of experiments conducted on the considered problem (see
Chapter 4 for the details) are summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Figures
5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 depict the latent spaces of user and domain em-
beddings. For the visualizations of the customer and product embeddings see
Appendix A. The illustrated 2-dimensional vectors are obtained using dimen-
sionality reduction of higher-dimensional latent spaces. I employ40 UMAP [97]
to achieve this. Note also that the colored markers are rendered in the order
corresponding to their appearance in the legend. Consequently, for example,
the low number of visible yellow and red points means that they are clustered
well together. Remarkable are the clusters of malicious domains in the la-
tent spaces of the models that demonstrate high performance. Moreover, note
the difference between the embeddings produced in a two-step unsupervised
manner and the ones learned supervisely by graph neural networks.

First of all, results demonstrate that the Cisco Cognitive maliciousness
classification problem defined in Chapter 4 can be solved quite efficiently.
BPR, ALS and Time-series GNN show P@10 = 1.00 = 100[%] on the test

40https://umap-learn.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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domains. It means that these models, given a task to infer 10 malicious
domains based only on user connections, have chosen exactly some of the
22, hidden during the training, malicious domains out of 3364 candidates.
Moreover, BPR, ALS and Time-series GNN demonstrate R@|T | = R@|22| =
0.59 = 59[%], which means that 13 of 22 hidden malicious domains were in
top-22. Similar observations can be done regarding the performance of models
on the foreign customer classification task.

Next, we can observe the superior performance of implicit-feedback-based
models on the domain classification problem, and random-walks-based tech-
niques supremacy on the customer classification task. TemporalNode2vec
consistently shows the worst scores and GCN demonstrates decent results on
both problems. Time-series GNN demonstrates the stable second-best results,
which I find satisfactory considering the conclusions discussed below.

5.5 Discussion

Comparison of the different approaches efficiency on the maliciousness classi-
fication task leads to the following generalized conclusions:

1. Patterns determining the maliciousness of domains lie in their
1-hop neighborhoods.

Assume for example that malicious domains infect users. These users
are then utilized to employ a distributed denial-of-service attack (DDoS
attack41). To capture this malevolent pattern, one has to consider at
least two-hop neighborhood of the attacker’s domain: the infected users
and the domains visited by these users. Another example of a deep
structural pattern may be the presence of a lateral movement 42 — the
process of malware propagation through the network. In this case, it
is necessary to consider the temporal walks on a graph to express this
process.
Note that the CTDNE model described in Section 2.3.2.1 is exactly
designed to accurately capture the processes of temporal information
propagation in dynamic networks. However, Figure 5.2 demonstrates
that the employment of longer temporal walks reduces the efficiency of
the malicious domain exposure. It means that at least the majority
of, present during the training, malicious domains are not identified by
the malevolent patterns described above or any other deeper topologi-
cal structures. This assumption is highly supported by the impressive
performance of BPR and ALS models which are designed to focus on

41https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denial-of-service_attack
42https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_Lateral_Movement
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the direct user-item interactions. Moreover, GCN, being able to cap-
ture the node neighborhoods of arbitrary depth, demonstrates the best
validation score initialized to be 1-layer deep.

2. Patterns determining the maliciousness are not time-dependent.
Comparison of random-walk-based approaches leads to the interesting
observation: node2vec, employing time-agnostic random walks achieves
almost exactly the same performance as CTDNE that utilizes the walks
that respect the natural ordering of interactions. Nguyen et al. — the
authors of CTDNE — reasonably state that the time-agnostic walks are
invalid when considering a dynamic graph. The equivalence of temporal
and time-agnostic walks utilization means that the patterns identifying
maliciousness do not exhibit time-related properties. Again, this as-
sumption is significantly supported by the high performance of temporal-
unaware baseline approaches.

The direct combination of two points discussed above leads to the following
conclusion:

The maliciousness of a domain is determined by its visitors.

This conclusion is also supported by the experimental results of the foreign
customer classification. On this problem, CTDNE and node2vec achieve iden-
tical performance as well. However, in this case, these models are superior to
the other ones meaning that, regarding this task, the argument of temporal
patterns absence is even more convincing. Interestingly, manual analysis of
the considered e-commerce data shows that many foreign customers can be
determined by the purchases of a specific product: the postage. Consider-
ing that this problem was introduced as a task related to the maliciousness
classification, the fact that foreign customers are determined by the specific
products leads another way to the conclusion above.

Importantly, the drawn conclusions hold regarding the defined problem
and it is necessary to consider its possible important extensions which outline
the possible future steps. First of all, the term maliciousness can be captured
on its finer granularity, considering different types of threats. Probably, dis-
tinguishing between different kinds of maliciousness, one could observe the
incapability of time-agnostic baseline methods to expose certain types of dan-
gerous domains. However, in this case, the task becomes even more challenging
due to the low amount of labeled data. Next, I want to remind that in this
work I focused on the user-domain interactions, however it is also possible
to consider full URLs and/or hostnames as well (see Table 4.1). The fur-
ther important remark is given by the utilized data. In this work, I reduced
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the number of unlabeled domains due to the limited computational capacity.
Nevertheless, based on the discussed experimental results I assume that the
consideration of the whole dataset would not significantly affect the results.
Finally, I want to mention that it may be also important to study the other
possible ways to collect the data in order to efficiently utilize the intrinsic
dynamics of user-domain interactions.
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Unsupervized node embeddings with Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR)

Unlabeled domains (3386)

Users (83)

Test malicious domains (22)

Training malicious domains (32)

Figure 5.3: Unsupervized node embeddings with Bayesian Personalized Ranking
(BPR) on the maliciousness classification task. Markers are rendered in the order
corresponding to their appearance in the legend.
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Unsupervized node embeddings with Alternating least squares (ALS)

Unlabeled domains (3386)

Users (83)

Test malicious domains (22)

Training malicious domains (32)

Figure 5.4: Unsupervized node embeddings with Alternating Least Squares (ALS)
on the maliciousness classification task. Markers are rendered in the order corre-
sponding to their appearance in the legend.
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Unsupervized node embeddings with Node2vec

Unlabeled domains (3386)

Users (83)

Test malicious domains (22)

Training malicious domains (32)

Figure 5.5: Unsupervized node embeddings with node2vec on the maliciousness
classification task. Markers are rendered in the order corresponding to their appear-
ance in the legend.
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Supervized node embeddings with GCN

Unlabeled domains (3386)

Users (83)

Test malicious domains (22)

Training malicious domains (32)

Figure 5.6: Supervized node embeddings with Graph convolutional neural network
(GCN) on the maliciousness classification task. Markers are rendered in the order
corresponding to their appearance in the legend.
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Unsupervized node embeddings with TemporalNode2vec

Unlabeled domains (3386)

Users (83)

Test malicious domains (22)

Training malicious domains (32)

Figure 5.7: Unsupervized node embeddings with TemporalNode2vec on the mali-
ciousness classification task. Markers are rendered in the order corresponding to their
appearance in the legend.
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Unsupervized node embeddings with CTDNE

Unlabeled domains (3386)

Users (83)

Test malicious domains (22)

Training malicious domains (32)

Figure 5.8: Unsupervized node embeddings with CTDNE on the maliciousness clas-
sification task. Markers are rendered in the order corresponding to their appearance
in the legend.
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Supervized node embeddings with Time-series GNN

Unlabeled domains (3386)

Test malicious domains (22)

Training malicious domains (32)

Figure 5.9: Supervized node embeddings with Time-series GNN on the malicious-
ness classification task. Markers are rendered in the order corresponding to their
appearance in the legend.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, I studied the Cisco Cognitive Intelligence maliciousness clas-
sification problem — the task of malicious Internet domain exposure based
on the user-domain interactions — from the perspective of machine learning
on dynamic graphs. I find this thesis a solid groundwork for potential future
research and experiments.

In the first place, I conducted a study of the state of the art of machine
learning on dynamic graphs. The outcome of this work is embodied in the
proposed continuous-time dynamic graph neural network model. I believe that
the designed approach can be useful in many real-world applications, however,
the corresponding experiments and deeper research are out of the scope of this
thesis and I leave it as an intriguing future work.

The second part of this thesis is a study of the temporal aspect awareness
on the performance of machine learning models regarding the Cisco Cognitive
Intelligence maliciousness classification problem. In this work, I showed that
the considered task can be solved quite efficiently utilizing the different ma-
chine learning approaches, including the proposed continuous-time dynamic
graph neural network model. The used approaches demonstrate the capability
of revealing malicious domains and can be used in practice.

However, despite the intrinsic dynamics of user-domain interactions, the
comparison of efficiency of multiple time-agnostic and temporal-aware ap-
proaches demonstrates that the maliciousness, expressed in the currently ob-
tained data, does not exhibit dynamic properties. Thus, the utilization of
temporal aspect does not improve the efficiency of machine learning applica-
tions to the considered problem. This fact suggests the possible future steps:
(i) to study the used data collection process and conduct the experiments
on differently collected records, (ii) to study the maliciousness on its finer
granularity, considering, for instance different types of threats. I believe in
significance of considering the temporal aspect and that this work is a step
towards its efficient utilization.
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A. Visualization of node embeddings on the foreign customer
classification problem

Unsupervized node embeddings with Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR)
Customers from UK (3726)
Products (200)
Test foreign customers (166)
Training foreign customers (249)

Figure A.1: Unsupervized node embeddings with Bayesian Personalized Ranking
(BPR) on the foreign customer classification task. Markers are rendered in the order
corresponding to their appearance in the legend.
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Unsupervized node embeddings with Alternating Least Squares (ALS)
Customers from UK (3726)
Products (200)
Test foreign customers (166)
Training foreign customers (249)

Figure A.2: Unsupervized node embeddings with Alternating Least Squares (ALS)
on the foreign customer classification task. Markers are rendered in the order corre-
sponding to their appearance in the legend.
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A. Visualization of node embeddings on the foreign customer
classification problem

Unsupervized node embeddings with Node2vec
Customers from UK (3726)
Products (200)
Test foreign customers (166)
Training foreign customers (249)

Figure A.3: Unsupervized node embeddings with node2vec on the foreign customer
classification task. Markers are rendered in the order corresponding to their appear-
ance in the legend.
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Supervized node embeddings with GCN

Unlabeled domains (3726)
Users (200)
Test malicious domains (166)
Training malicious domains (249)

Figure A.4: Supervized node embeddings with Graph convolutional neural network
(GCN) on the foreign customer classification task. Markers are rendered in the order
corresponding to their appearance in the legend.
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A. Visualization of node embeddings on the foreign customer
classification problem

Unsupervized node embeddings with DynamicNode2vec
Customers from UK (3726)
Products (200)
Test foreign customers (166)
Training foreign customers (249)

Figure A.5: Unsupervized node embeddings with TemporalNode2vec on the foreign
customer classification task. Markers are rendered in the order corresponding to their
appearance in the legend.
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Unsupervized node embeddings with CTDNE
Customers from UK (3726)
Products (200)
Test foreign customers (166)
Training foreign customers (249)

Figure A.6: Unsupervized node embeddings with CTDNE on the foreign customer
classification task. Markers are rendered in the order corresponding to their appear-
ance in the legend.
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A. Visualization of node embeddings on the foreign customer
classification problem

Supervized node embeddings with GNN-RNN
Customers from UK (3726)
Test foreign customers (166)
Training foreign customers (249)

Figure A.7: Supervized node embeddings with Time-series GNN on the foreign
customer classification task. Markers are rendered in the order corresponding to
their appearance in the legend.
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Appendix B
Acronyms

ALS Alternating Least Squares

BFS Breadth First Search

BPR Bayesian Personalized Ranking

CNN Convolutional Neural Network

CTDNE Continuous-Time Dynamic Network Embedding model

DFS Depth First Search

DGNN Dynamic Graph Neural Network

GCN Graph Convolutional Neural Network

GNN Graph Neural Network

GRU Gated Recurrent Unit

LSTM Long Short-Term Memory

NLP Natural Language Processing

RNN Recurrent Neural Network
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Appendix C
Contents of enclosed CD

thesis ...................... the directory with contents of enclosed CD
experiments.........the directory with a source code of experiments
tex ................. the directory of LATEX source codes of the thesis
thesis.pdf .................... the text of the thesis in PDF format
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